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The Drinking Age...
Is our number up?
(story page 3)
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Grove Street has been barricaded to all traffic recently after being deemed
a safety hazard for children by town .fathers. Story page IL Wass McKnight photo]
Chemistry Department
Longley proposes
$6M budget cut
BY LAURA STANKO
The University of Maine Board of
Trustees has requested a $77 million
appropriation from the 108th Legislature
for the 1977-79 biennium. Governor James
B. Longley in his budget has reduced the
request by $6 million in operating funds to
$71 million.
In addition to this $6 million cut. Longlev
has eliminated the $6 million capital
construction fund program entirely except
for one $85,000 safety item. This program
covers building construction costs.
"We have received the Governor's
recommendation for University funding for
the next biennium, and although it does
give the University some money, it is not
enough," Chancellor Patrick E. McCarthy
told the Board of Trustees Wednesday.
"Without the necessary funds, the
quality and accessibility for public higher
education in Maine cannot but suffer,"
McCarthy said.
McCarthy said that in 1976 Maine was
the only state in the union with an absolute
Budget mistake costs 53 jobs
BY TRACEY LILIENTHAL
Since Dec. 31, the UMO chemistry
department has been the victim of a budget
emergency. The department has overspent
the non-salary expenses category of its
budget by $2,000.
As a result of the emergency, several
actions are being taken by the department
to save money throughout the rest of the
year. However. Oscar Weigang. depart-
ment chairman. said it will also he
necessary to cut out at ieast 53 student and
non-student employees who planned to
work part-time in the department this
semester.
Present faculty members, graduate
students and post-graduate students will
have to take over the supervision of 20 labs
which would otherwise have been super-
vised by the student employes. This will
add at least three to four hours of
class-time per week to their schedules.
Weigang said the department's budget
is divided into two major categories.
salaries and non-salary expenses. "The
real problem is with the supplies and
materials," he said.
The salary portion of the budget is
balanced at this time, he said. But the
department has already spent $2,000 more
on supplies and materials than allocated
for them for the entire year. In other
words, instead of spending 100 per cent of
the money allocated for supplies by June
31, 1977, the department has spent about
107 per cent of this money by Dec. 31,
1976.
Weigang said the reason for the
emergency is the dramatic rise in the cost
of chemical supplies during the last two
years. "The problem is that the depart-
ment is dependent on consumables," he
said
While the price of chemicals rose nearly
Bear's Den loan approved;
plans for renovations set
UMO's Bear's Den got a late Christmas
present from the University of Maine
Board of Trustees Wednesday, receiving a
$168,000 loan that will mean a new
bar-lounge area, carpeting, booths and
lighting, to be completed by August, 1977.
According to Den manager Don Toms,
the planned renovations will require major
surgery. But, added Toms. the patient is in
desperate need. "A change has been
needed for some time," Toms said, adding
that the facelift should provide a better
atmosphere for UMO pub-goers.
When the builders begin redecorating at
the end of the semester, Toms told the
Campus, not a stone will be left unturned.
"We plan to start from scratch," Toms
said, "The fast foods and deli will be
moved into the Ice Cream Parlor and the
main roOm will be turned into a bar and
lounge area with carpeting, barn wood,
paneling, booths and new lighting.'
Renovation in the Ice Cream Parlor should
be completed in about a month, Toms said,
while he hopes to complete renovation in
the main room of the Den by the end of the
summer.
Entertainment in Memorial Union
should take a turn for the better, Toms
said, with shows planned every night in
either the Den or the Damn Yankee Room.
UMO may be getting its own version of
television's "Gong Show" as Toms
indicated that nights might be reserved in
the "new" Bear's Den for talent nights.
The bar and lounge area will be in the
rear of the Den where beer is now served.
The bar will be L-shaped with bar stools.
while the carpeted lounge will have
custom-designed booths made of heavy
wood. The bar and lounge will entail two
rooms with a movable partition between. A
small stage will locate in this area where an
electronic baseball game now rests.
Toms says he's like to replace plastic
cups with glasses or mugs but says he's
"not sure" if this is feasible "because of
the theft rate." People will be hired to
work behind the bar, Toms said, and a
doorman may be employed on crowded
nights.
30 per cent between June, 1971. and June,
1974, during the last two years these prices
have risen an additional 100 per cent. Also,
the price of glassware and hardware has
increased by about 55 per cent from June,
1973, to June, 1976, Weigang said.
Don Calvi, storeroom manager for the
chemistry department, said he thinks the
price increases are a result of the oil
crunch. "Like everything else," he said,
"it's a rip-off."
Many chemicals—ate manufactured from
oil or gas products and glass companies
claim they have to burn more oil and spend
more money to make their products. Calvi
said. The result is that they charge more.
Another problem Calvi pointed out is the
chemistry department budget has
remained the same for the last four years,
while prices have soared all around.
The department is letting its inventory
dwindle, he said, and more money is
needed or the inventory will never be
restored to a proper level. As far as
combatting this problem in the future.
Calvi said the department just needs more
money.
Weigang said the department may soon
have a set-up for a computerized inventory
report, which will keep accurate and timely
records of where and when money is spent.
This set-up would cost about $500 a year,
and would soon pay for itself, he said.
But, while the computer system might
help to optimize present funding, the
department either needs a bigger budget
or it must consider the possibilities of
modifying the program, he said.
Cutting out lab sections could cause
problems with maintaining accreditation
from the American Chemical Society. It
could affect up to 1,000 students every
fear, and "it would be a disservice to the
students," Weigang said. According to a
departmental memo by Weigang. con-
cerning the budget emergency, "the
administration understands the problem
and hopes to allocate monies for these
expenses in future budgets."
The inside scoop:
Accredidation jeopardy . pg. 6
Search and Seizure pg. 8
dollar reduction in state support for public
higher education over the last two years.
"We have moved from $42 to $40 in the
absolute level of per capita state approp-
priations," the chancellor said. Maine
spent four per cent less on higher
education in 1975-76 than they did two
years ago, comapred with a 24 per cent
average increase nationwide.
In 1976-77, Maine ranked 49th among
the 50 states in higher education appro-
priations per capita. The national average
per capita was $65.21. Maine's was $39.91
per capita.
"We have increased tuition sharply to
permit modest pay increases to help offset
inflation. Campuses have reduced ser-
vices, cut out courses, reduced hours and
eliminated vacancies. Whatever past waste
there might have been in the system has
been sharply squeezed," McCarthy said.
"If we are- to make changes that are
needed, if we are to maintain and
strengthen the quality of teaching and the
integrity of our research and public
service, certain minimum resources are
absolutely necessary," McCarthy said.
"The pursuit of those resources is likely to
be our pritc:pal concern during the coming
months," he added. The University's
appropriation's request comes before the
state legislature's Appropriation Com-
mittee Thursday, Feb. 3, from 9:30 a.m. to
noon. The hearing is open to the public.
The Board of Trustees has broken its
appropnations request into five areas,
some containing two parts. Part one is for
continuing present programs at their levels
and part two covers expansion of services.
The breakdown follows:
EDUCATION and GENERAL -- Part I
The Trustees are requesting S74.3
million for the next two years to continue
education and general services at their
present level and to provide faculty.
professional and classified staff with salary
increases which offsets the effects of
inflation and provides recognition for
merit.
In 1977-78 this calls for $35.8 million
from state funds and $20.7 million raised
continued on page 10
DLS ,kicks off
with McGovern
U.S. Senator George McGovern (D-S.
Dakota), 1972 Demociatic Presidential
nominee, will speak at UMO's Memoriall
Gymnasium at 8:30 p.m. tomorrow as the
semester's first speaker in the Distin-
guished Lecture Series. Admission is free
and open to the public.
McGovern currently heads the Senate
Select Committee on Nutrition and Human
Needs and the Senate Foreign Relations
Submittee on Near Eastern and South
Asian Affairs. He is a member of the
Senate Agriculture and Forestry Commit-
tee and chairs its subcommittee on
Agricultural Credit and Rural Electrifica-
tion.
In 1969. McGovern was chairman of the
Democratic Commission on Party Structure
and Delegate Selection which set guide-
lines to insure more open and represent-
ative delegate selection.
McGovern has served in the U.S. Senate
since 1962 following election and re-elec-
tion to the U.S. House of Representatives
in 19Sb and 1958. President John F.
Kennedy, to whom McGovern served as a
Special Assistant to the President, ap-
pointed the South Dakota congressman the
first director of the United States
Food for Peace Program in 1960.
McGovern is scheduled to hold a press
conference at 3:15 p.m. tomorrow at the
Bangor International Airport. His appear-
ance is sponsored by the Distinguished
Lecture Series.
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Chemistry Department
Longley proposes
$6M budget cut
BY LAURA STANK°
The University of Maine Board of
Trustees has requested a $77 million
appropriation from the 108th Legislature
for the 1977-79 biennium. Governor .lames
B. Longley in his budget has reduced the
request by 56 million in operating funds to
$71 million.
In addition to this S6 million cut. Lonplev
has eliminated the S6 million capital
construction fund program entirely except
for one S85,000 safety item. This program
covers building construction costs.
"We have received the Governor's
recommendation for University funding for
the next biennium, and although it does
give the University some money, it is not
enough," Chancellor Patrick E. McCarthy
told the Board of Trustees Wednesday.
"Without the necessary funds, the
quality and accessibility for public higher
education in Maine cannot but suffer,"
McCarthy said.
McCarthy said that in 1976 Maine was
the only state in the union with an absolute
Budget mistake costs 53 jobs
BY TRACEY LILIENTHAL
Since Dec. 31, the UMO chemistry
department has been the victim of a budget
emergency. The department has overspent
the non-salary expenses category of its
budget by $2,000.
As a result of the emergency, several
actions are being taken by the department
to save money throughout the rest of the
year. However, Oscar Weigang, depart-
ment chairman, said it will also be
necessary to cut out at least 53 student and
non-student employees who planned to
work part-time in the department this
semester.
Present faculty members, graduate
students and post-graduate students will
have to take over the supervision of 20 labs
which would otherwise have been super-
vised by the student employes. This will
add at least three to four hours of
class-time per week to their schedules.
Weigang said the department's budget
is divided into two major categories,
salaries and non-salary expenses. "The
real problem is with the supplies and
materials," he said.
The salary portion of the budget is
balanced at this time, he said. But the
department has already spent $2000 more
on supplies and materials than allocated
for them for the entire year. In other
words, instead of spending 100 per cent of
the money allocated for supplies by June
31, 1977, the department has spent about
107 per cent of this money by Dec. 31,
1976.
Weigang said the reason for the
emergency is the dramatic rise in the cost
of chemical supplies during the last two
years. "The problem is that the depart-
ment is dependent on consumables," he
said.
While the price of chemicals rose nearly
Bear's Den loan approved;
plans for renovations set
UMO's Bear's Den got a late Christmas
present from the University of Maine
Board of Trustees Wednesday, receiving a
$168,000 loan that will mean a new
bar-lounge area, carpeting, booths and
lighting, to be completed by August, 1977.
According to Den manager Don Toms,
the planned renovations will require major
surgery. But, added Toms, the patient is in
desperate need. "A change has been
needed for some time," Toms said, adding
that the facelift should provide a better
atmosphere for UMO pub-goers.
When the builders begin redecorating at
the end of the semester. Toms told the
Campus, not a stone will be left unturned.
"We plan to start from scratch," Toms
said, "The fast foods and deli will be
moved into the Ice Cream Parlor and the
main roOm will be turned into a bar and
lounge area with carpeting, barn wood,
paneling, booths and new lighting.''
Renovation in the Ice Cream Parlor should
be completed in about a month, Toms said,
while he hopes to complete renovation in
the main room of the Den by the end of the
summer.
Entertainment in Memorial Union
should take a turn for the better. Toms
said, with shows planned every night in
either the Den or the Damn Yankee Room.
UMO may be getting its own version of
television's "Gong Show'' as Toms
indicated that nights might be reserved in
the "new'' Bear's Den for talent nights.
The bar and lounge area will be in the
rear of the Den where beer is now served.
The bar will be L-shaped with bar stools
while the carpeted lounge will have
custom-designed booths made of heavy
wood. The bar and lounge will entail two
rooms with a movable partition between. A
small stage will locate in this area where an
elcctronic baseball game now rests.
Toms says :ie's like to replace plastic
cups with glasses or mugs but says he's
"not sure" if this is feasible "because of
the theft rate.'' People will be hired to
work behind the bar, Toms said, and a
doorman may be employed on crowded
nights.
30 per cent between June, 1971, and June,
1974, during the last two years these prices
have risen an additional 100 per cent. Also,
the price of glassware and hardware has
increased by about 55 per cent from June,
1973, to June, 1976. Weigang said.
Don Calvi, storeroom manager for the
chemistry department, said he thinks the
price increases are a result of the oil
crunch. ''Like everything else," he said,
"it's a rip-off."
Many chemicals—are manufactured ft am
oil or gas products and glass companies
claim they have to burn more oil and spend
more money to make their products. Calvi
said. The result is that they charge more.
Another problem Calvi pointed out is the
chemistry department budget has
remained the same for the last four years,
prices have soared all around.
The department is letting its inventory
dwindle, he said, and more money is
needed or the inventory will never be
restored to a proper level. As far as
combatting this problem in the future,
Calvi said the department just needs more
money.
Weigang said the department may soon
have a set-up for a computerized inventory
report, which will keep accurate and timely
records of where and when money is spent.
This set-up would cost about 5500 a year.
and would soon pay for itself, he said.
But, while the computer system might
help to optimize present funding. the
department either needs a bigger budget
cr it must consider the possibilities of
modifying the program, he said.
Cutting out lab sections could cause
problems with maintaining accreditation
from the American Chemical Society. It
could affect up to 1,000 students every
year, and "it would be a disservice to the
students." Weigang said. According to a
departmental memo by Weigang. con-
cerning the budget emergency, "the
aaministryion understands the problem
and hopes to allocat.e monies for these
expenses in future budgets."
The inside scoop:
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dollar reduction in state support for public
higher education over the last two years.
"We have moved from $42 to $40 in the
absolute level of per capita state approp-
priations," the chancellor said. Maine
spent four per cent less on higher
education in 1975-76 than they did two
years ago, comapred with a 24 per cent
average increase nationw ide.
In 1976-77. Maine ranked 49th among
the 50 states in higher education appro-
priations per capita. The national average
per capita was $65.21. Maine's was $39.91
per capita.
"We have increased tuition sharply to
permit modest pay increases to help offset
inflation. Campuses have reduced ser-
vices, cut out courses, reduced hours and
eliminated vacancies. Whatever past waste
there might have been in the system has
been sharply squeezed,•• McCarthy said.
"If we are to make changes that are
needed, if we are to maintain and
strengthen the quality of teaching and the
integrity of our research and public
service, certain minimum resources are
absolutely necessary.'' McCarthy said.
"The pursuit of those resources is likely to
be our principal concern during the coming
months," he added. The University's
appropriation's request comes before the
state legislature's Appropriation Com-
mittee Thursday, Feb. 3, from 9:30 a.m. to
noon. The hearing is open to the public.
The Board of Trustees has broken its
appropriations request into five areas.
some containing two parts. Part one is for
continuing present programs at their levels
and part two covers expansion of services.
The breakdown follows:
EDUCATION and GENERAL -- Part I
The Trustees are requesting $43
million for the next two years to continue
education and general services at their
present level and to provide faculty.
professional and classified staff with salary
increases which offsets the effects of
inflation and provides recognition for
merit.
In 1977-78 this calls for $35.8 million
from state funds and $20.7 million raised
continued on page 10
DLS kicks off
with McGovern
U.S. Senator George McGovern ID-S.
Dakota), 1972 Democratic Presidential
rominee. will speak at UMO's Memoriall
Gymnasium at 8:30 p.m. tomorrow as the
semester's first speaker in the Distin-
guished Lecture Series. Admission is free
and open to the public.
McGovern currently heads the Senate
Select Committee on Nutrition and Human
Needs and the Senate Foreign Relations
Submittee on Near Eastern and South
Asian Affairs. He is a member of the
Senate Agriculture and Forestry Commit-
tee and chairs its subcommittee on
Agricultural Credit and Rural Electrifica-
tion.
In 1969. McGovern was chairman of the
Democratic Commission on Party Structure
and Delegate Selection which set guide-
lines to insure more open and represent-
ative delegate
McGovern has served in the U.S. Senate
since 1962 following election and re-elec-
tion to the U.S. House of Representatives
in 1956 and 1958. President John F.
Kennedy, to whom McGovern served as a
Special Assistant to the President. ap-
pointed the South Dakota Longressman the
first director of the United States
Food for Peace Program in 1960.
McGovern is scheduled to hold a press
conference at 3:15 p.m. tomorrow at the
Bangor International Airport. His appear
ance is sponsored b), the Distinguished
Lecture Series.
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Low own Heat conservation saves big money
Dance class openings are still
available for:
Jai! Dance—Tuesday and Thursday.
11 a.m.
Beginning Modern—Monday and
Wednesday, 2:10 p.m.
Intermediate Dance Techniques—
Tuesday and Thursday, 2:10 p.m.
Friday. .tan. 28
4.10 p.m. Physics colloquium Dr.
Harvey Brooks will speak on
"Resources and Economic Growth...
discussing the ultimate steady state
and the spaceship earth metaphor, in
140 Bennett Hall.
p.m. Women's swimming with
Bowdoin at the Wallace Pool.
p.m. Women's basketball with
UMF in the Memorial Gym.
7 & 930 p.m. The Man Who Fell
lo Earth", starring David Bowie. A
MUAB movie in Hauck Auditorium.
7:30 p.m. Distinguished Scientist
Seminar Series: Ralph S. Palmer.
New York State Museum, will speak
''A Nonpolitical Discourse of
Eider Ducks and Featherbedding.'
in 102 Murray Hall.
8 p.m. Littlewood's Lottery Folk
Music, Damn Yankee.
SaturdaY . Jan 29
Jan. 29 and 30. all day Ski Sugarloaf
weekend trio (),n13,:t the Student
Activities Otr ce.
7 & 9:30 p.m. "The Other Side of the
Mountain —, a M JAB movie in
Hauck Auditorium.
8 p.m. Disco dance in the Damn
Yankee.
Sunday. lan. 30
6:30 p.m. Organizational meeting of
the University Volunteer Ambulance
Corps in 127 Lengyl. Attendance
required for iJVAC members, all
interested people welcome.
6:30 p.m. Meeting at the Ram's
Horn for tht election of officers. All
invited.
Tuesday. Feb. 1
12 noon High Noon Club (formerly
Sandwich Cinema): "The Selling of
the Pentagon", in the Memorial
Union.
4 p.m. Maine Peace Action Comm-
ittee (MPAC) meeting, Weisz room
of the Maples. All interested people
are welcome to attend.
8 p.m. Academy Award-winning film
''Hearts and Minds". in 101 English
Math. Sponsored by the MPAC.
The Indian Island Tutorial Program
will begin again on Feb. 1-4. All
tutors will be picked up at the same
place as before. between 6 and 6:15,
to the John Cyr & Son bus of Old
Town. Arione unable to come
should leave a message with the
CA . P. office on Indian Island, phone
827-7712,
BY I IMOTHY GRANT
U MO may have saved between $17,000
and $20,000 on heat conservation during
the recent semester break according to
Allan Lewis. Director of the Physical Plant
at U MO.
There was also a savings due to cutbacks
in the use of electricity, closing of kitchen
and dining rooms, ventilators not in use,
and the disconnecting of all outside
telephone lines not used during the break.
dormitory thermostats were set at 55
degrees except in areas where main-
tenance was in progress. Lewis said.
There were thermostat set backs in
classrooms and general offices during this
same time, he added.
"The only exceptions were older build-
ings such as Alumni Hall." Lewis said,
"which have one zone heating units w hich
were set at 65 degrees according to the
coldest room in the building. Other room
in the same building got as warm as 75
degrees."
One building receiving complaints be-
cause of cutbacks in temperature was the
field house. Although used extensively
during the semester break, the tempera-
ture was set for 55 degrees.
"We got several complaints that it was
too cold in the field house,— Harold
Woodbury said, director of men's physical
education, "but these people were using
the facilities on their own time." He added
that he hadn't received any complaints
AU DUO
CAN MAKE
MONEY
FOR YOU!
Sell audio equipment at your
college No investment ex-
perienced sales help and
incentive programs provided
Over 60 top brands including
audiophile lines Audio Outlet
Wholesalers 325 Pascack
Ave Washington Township,
N J 07675 (201) 666-8868
Attention Arlene Muzyka
•
0
For details contact:
Pat Morin
234 Andro
581-7371
Ken Bowden
436 Gannett
581-7181
Bud Cahill
Lambda Chi
866-4804
*ION 0 lilt '11111It
from the limited classes that use the field
house.
"During intercollegiate and high school
track meets we turn the thermostat up to 65
degrees," Woodbury said.
Lewis stated that if the temperature in
the field house was kept at a constant 45
degrees, the University would save ap-
proximately $15,000 per year.
Lew is added that the snowstorms of the
past few weeks have had little effect on the
snowplowing budget. "With the students
gone it was only necessary to plow the
main arteries with the minimum crew,"
Lewis said. "This elimiated having to pay
overtime to all the crews for working
24-hour shifts as is the case when school is
in session."
i•• 0000
Quik Pic Foodland
153 Park St., Orono
Now We Have It All ! !
Agency Liquor Store
Prices same as State Liquor
Store- Hours Longer
nit!
AGENCY
LOJOR STORE
PIC
FOODLA
The areas largest beverage outlet has:
Hard Liquors
Fortified Wines
Table Wine
Complete tap rentals
Beer by 6 pack, case
or barrel
Meat and Produce.
Groceries
Drive or walk. We're conveniently located on Pork St., Orono,
and we're open 365 days a year
Our State law permit allows us to sell until midnfgh+
Monday thru Saturday
Hours: Sun thru Wed.-8 am toll pm
Thurs thru Sat-8 am to 12 pm
nil 0
POI
,11111 oat. •
BERMUDA • • •
. . . for Spring Vacation
Your Garber College Week
trip includes:
- night time fun in the local clubs
- comfortable accomodations
- transportation
- beach parties and a 2 hr. cruise
and much more,
all at a reasonable price
Go t'f;;arber
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Hichens wants 21-again
Drinking age expected to rise to 19
BY DAN WARREN
If you're under 21, Walter Hichens
doesn't think you should be allowed to
drink. And if Hichens has his way, you
won't be. Not if his legislation passes.
Hichens is a Republican State Senator
from Eliot and he has a bill before the
108th Legislature which would raise the
legal drinking age from 18 to 21. His fellow
legislators though say the bill's chances for
passage are slim, however, it is expected to
fare better than a similar Hichens proposal
last session.
It's going to be different this time,
though, Hichens says. And Maine youths,
he warns, better drink while they can.
had a lot of legislators come up to me since
my other bill got defeated last year,"
Hichens said, "and they all tell me they
made a mistake" in not voting for it. "I'm
expecting a lot more support this time,"
Hichens added this week in a telephone
interview with the Maine Campus.
Another individual who expects the
drinking age to rise this legislative session
is UMO student senator Rita Laitres.
Laitres is chairman of the student senate's
Legislative Liaison Committee, the group
responsible for keeping close ties between
the university and legislature, and she says
that from information she's received, the
legal age will be raised—to 19. "I've talked
to Mike McGovern (a student senator
familiar with the mood in Augusta) and he
too thinks it's going to pass," Laitres said
of Old Town Rep. Michael Pearson's bill to
raise the age to 19.
Laitres says she's "very worried" about
the legal age being raised and urges
students to contact their legislators. "It
might make a difference, she says,
"Legislators know that kids don't write
many letters. So if they are contacted, it
might make them change their vote."
Laitres said her student senate committee
has been researching the issue as well as
working closely with Orono Rep. Dick
Davies.
The bill, LD4, is co-sponsored by Sens.
Conley and Cummings and is scheduled for
public hearing at 1:30 p.m., Feb. 9 at the
Augusta Civic Center. A bill to raise the
age to 20 will also be discussed.
Hichens, who along with Rev. Benjamin
Bubar, is a powerful member of the
strict-prohibitionist Maine Christian Civic
League says his reasons for sponsoring the
bill are both "personal" and "reflective of
the wishes of today's society." To enforce
this feeling of his, Hichens points to the
fact that some 600 Mainers attended a
hearing on a similar proposal last year.
Hichens added that his bill has the strong
support of Bubar, the 1976 Presidential
nominee of the national Prohibition party.
Hichens, a father of seven and a
grandfather of 16, says his legislation is
intended to help "get the alcohol out of the
high schools.. .away from the young kids."
He admits that he doesn't like the 18 to
21 age group drinking but says his greatest
concern in not their consuming the alcohol,
but giving it away. "It's the kids at this age
(18 to 21) that are giving it to the kids in
lower grades," Hichens said, "And this is
where we get our tremendous problems."
Among the problems Hichens hopes to
make a dent in are violence and damage
due to inebriation along with drinking and
driving. The latter is a major concern ot
Hichens and he has another proposal which
would require mandatory rehabilitation
programs for minors convicted of driving
under the influence.
Hichens said he's "unsure" of what
effect his legislation would have at UMO.
"I don't know what would happen there,"
he said, "I guess it would be tough to
enforce."
One concern the bill's opponents have is
that raising the drinking age would
eliminate the business that distributors
presently get from 18, 19 and 20 year olds.
Hichens dismisses this worry. "I don't
think it would have much effect at all on
beer arid wine sales," he said. "In fact,
the lobbyist for the beer and wine people
favors the increase" in the drinking age.
The 19-year-olds bill, sponsored by Rep.
Pearson of Old Town, doesn't at all appeal
to Hichens. "That would be no consolation
to me to see his bill pass if mine failed,"
Hichens said, "His wouldn't solve the
problem. Nineteen just isn't old enough."
UMO Opera Theatre
presents
Albert Herring q
an English comedy by
Benjamin Britten
Feb. 4,517
Hauck Auditorium 8:15 pm
Tickets $3.00 and $2.00
10am to 2pm cr call 581-7557
UMO's
School of Performing Arts
Ludlow Hallman, Artistic Director
conductor
Edgar Cyrus, Stage director, designer
Dawn Shippee, Costume designer
go,
gie qistinguMea Yecluie Ales
presents
Senator
George McGovern
• 1972 Democratic Nominee for President
• Elected U.S. Representative 1956-1958
• Elected to U.S. Senate 1962-1968-1974
Saturday, Jan. 29, 1977
•
All•-•wirs Chlrol •''
N. A Gym
8:30 pm
Free and Open to the Public
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They are thrown upon us at the beginning of
each new year like so many tons of snow, and
God knows, it takes every ounce of public
strength to plow them under. They are the
numerous bills that are thrust upon the Maine
State Legislature at the beginning of each
session that would raise the 18-year-old drinking
age anywhere from 19 to 21.
We aren't terribly worried about LD 4, the
more extreme bill that would deem those under
5turtitt...9 ilex+ wee .
"A0aAtil4 ANTS".
JOhrt Etrtwer
Beer today, gone tomorrow...
Is one year worth all the hassle?
21 ineligible to purchase liquor. Senator Walter
W. Hichens, (R-Eliot) a Benjamin Bubar
disciple, is the sponsor of this bill and its
unreasonable fascimile of two years ago. Since
the inception of the lowered drinking age five
years ago into Maine law, not a winter has
passed without someone trying to raise it back.
So far, we've been lucky, and all attempts have
been defeated.
But our number might be up this year. Rep.
Micheal Pearson (D-Old Town) is sponsoring a
bill to raise the legal drinking age to 19. Rita
Laitres, chairperson of the UMO legislative
liason committee (which acts as a student lobby
to the state legislature) believes the measure has
a good possibility of passage.
Sen. Hichens says he will compromise at the
19-year-old level if he has to, if only to get booze
out of the hands of the high school kids. He
reports that of 151 letters he has received from
maine high school principals, 125 are infavor of
changing the present law, and general support
seems to be growing.
The ramifications of these bills are obvious. It
isn't so much the fact that the bars will lose a
healthy chunk of their businesses, or that the
Bear's Den will have to start checking ID's
again. It is the fact that the State of Maine gave
us a piece of candy five years ago, and now it
wants it back.
Whether the legislators were right or wrong in
granting the 18-year-old citizens of this state the
pleasure of another vice is not relevant here. The
hard reality is that it was done, they regret it,
and they think by putting things as they were,
they will make amends.
It'll never happen. mankind has been on the
skids ever since some guy discovered that
alcohol was a hell of a lot better taken internally
mmentary—
It seems the increase in prices this
semester. COU Jled with graduation.
has left the Wine Campus with very
few regular commentists (if John
Wayne can be a Shootist, I certainly'
don't see why 1 can't be a
commentist), perhaps an omen as to
the lack of humor amidst this year's
students.
However, being able to write
commentar;es does not take any
special talent, as this reporter is the
first to confess. Certain conditions in
personal outlook are desirable, but
' not necessary. Three good qualities
include, a pessimistic attitude to-
ward lift, cynicism and an empty
wallet.
But elough bickering. To relieve
the burden of so many commentaries
from so few pessimists (a perfectly
good word itself, the hell with John
Wayne, this reporter would like to
present a crash course in "How to
Write Commentaries for the Maine
Campus," or, "It's a Long, Long
Way to Commentary."
I. Start your commcntary off with
something so hilarious that you'll
capture the audience right away,
such as "I often wonder about whale
sex." Please ignore this commen-
tary's example.
2. If you wish to tear down
something. humiliate it, or burn it to
a crisp, have a character with a really
useless name be in favor of it, such
as Stanley Useless, Bolivar Throck-
wimple. or Larsen E. Sludge. Do not
use easily recognizable names, such
as Jimmy Peanut or Richard Milhous
Underwear.
3. Do not pre-determine your
endin . As commentist our
than applied externally. Sadly enough, it has
become an inherent part of our culture, and no
amount of legislation restricting its use is going
to curtail it, at any age level.
It shouldn't be necessary to refer back to the
days of Prohibition. There must be quite a few
members of our present legislative body who
remember these days, and recognize them for
the dismal failure that they were. This was the
era that gave us our Al Capones, our
speakeasies, our bathtub gin. It would be naive
of us to assume that such legislation would be
enough to scare off the budding young
bootleggers who are bound to surface as a result
of it.
And of course, there is always the old
argument of where to draw the line. The age of
mental maturity often does not coincide with
physical age, and the chances are great that the
disturbed 18-year old of today might be the
disturbed 19 or 21-year-old of tomorrow, with or
without his cup of tea.
Basicaly raising the drinking age is a
discriminatory act against a group of persons
who must prove themselves adult in every other
aspect of life. It is a difficult thing to tell them
that once they were worthy, and now they are
not. Especially for the sake of a lousy twelve
months.
And so, those of us who strongly believe that
we are still responsible for our own actions,
despite an imposed one-year gap, may well be
found at a public hearing on this issue at the
Augusta Civic Center on February 9.
Let's hope that one word to the wise old men
of the 108th Legislature will be sufficient. They
may hold the drinking back for another year, but
the screams will he heard for many years to
Come.
 
by Mike Perry—
Commentary made easy...
can have a much wilder ending if you
have no idea where it is going.
4. If you think your commentary
will be too short, bluff. One sentence
can easily become two with imagina-
tion (See #3 above). If it is too long
(say, the length of War and Peace),
don't worry. The editor's blue pencil
is mankind's greatest invention since
the Frisbee.
5. Occasionally use incorrect
words in your missive, but words
that will be appropiate. "There are
three students living ir a double
cell," or. -1 certainly was under-
whelmed by tonight's meal."
Not all the instruction in the
Super-U system will help a strug-
gling writer create a commentary if
he (or she) does not have a topic. To
aid these potential writers, I have
prepared a modest list of university
and non-university topics which are
commentaries within themselves.
University Related Topics:
The Budget
Triples
The Hefner-Lovelace Society
Student Government
Work
-Study
The All-Sports Student's Pass
(Whatever...)
Alfond Sports Arena
The Maine Bear Fund
Five Bucks to Park
The Bookstore
Jim Longley
Non-University Related Topics
Cocoa or Fruity Pebbles
Sun-Myung Moon
Fruit Shampoo
The Canfield Decision by Spiro
Agnew
Gus Hall
Gene McCarthy
Lester Maddox
Robert Dole
John Travolta
Southern Baptists
Northern Baptists
K-Tel Presents
Star Trek
Chocolate Yoo-Hoo
Drydees
Edible Panties
Jim Longley
These are just a few of the many
topics which lend themselves to
commentaries, just by being around.
Not all these topics would definite!
make a good story. but two or three
together may get a writer arrested.
For example. comparing President
Idi Amin to a soggy bowl of Cocoa
Pebbles might be amusing, but it is
doubtful one could write enough on
the subject. Or K-Tel presenting
Jimmy Carter's greatest smiles
The world of the Commentist is a
unique plane of existence, and one
filled with great deals of Humor and
Wit. And the best part is that ,
commentary can be created from just
about any subject, kids. And if you
don't believe me, please reread this
story.
The/Maine Campus
Editor
Managing Editor
News Editor
Copy Editor
srwule
Photo Editor
Arts Editor
Cartoonist
Advertising Manager
Ann Stone
Staff
M. Alexsandra Hamilton
Laura A. Stanko
Dan Warren
Elizabeth Butterfield
('horintta Ann MrAtaci
Russ McKnight
Hillery S. James
John Brewer
Business Manager
Mark Johnston
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Mark Steven Hayes
Sales Staff
Ellen Commoss Kim Dennison Luke Guerrette Bruce Moffat Jane Sinford
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Fair warning from Davies
To the Editor:
During the semester break, the
Maine Legislature convened for
its 108th session. Among the bills
submitted for our consideration
are three which seek to raise the
legal drinking age above the
current level of eighteen years.
The ages proposed by these three
pieces of legislation range from
nineteen years in the Pearson-
Prescott bill to twenty-one in the
Hitchens bill.
These measures wil be given a
public hearing within the next
month by the Committee on
Liquor Control, at which time
testimony will be accepted from
anyone who wishes to express an
opinion either for or against the
bills.
Tins legislation has serious
implications for students on col-
lege campuses throughout
Maine. If any of these bills
receive passage, some people
who can now legally consume
alcoholic beverages may lose that
privilege. Here at Orono, the pub
will have to change its operations
or close and resident assistants in
the dormitories will have to act
like police, as they did before the
drinking age was reduced to
eighteen years.
Two years ago a similar meas-
ure was sponsored by Senator
Hitchens, a leader of the prohib-
itionist Maine Christian Civic
League. The bill was not taken
seriously by young people around
the state, and no one appeared at
the public hearing to oppose it.
The result was a favorable report
on the bill by the Committee and
a very close call. The bill was
actually passed twice, but some
strong lobbying by students with
the able assistance of nine young
legislators enabled us to finally
kill the proposal by one vote.
I am writing to urge students
not to let these three bills go
unopposed this time at the public
hearing. There are several things
you can do to make your opinions
heard. You can attend the public
hearing and speak your mind.
You can write to your Senator and
itepresentative expressing your
feelings and urging them to vote
against any change in the drink-
ing age. Lastly, you can visit
Augusta and speak with your
legislators in person. All of these
methods work. If you would like
to help out on this matter but
don't know how to go about it,
contact the Student Government
upstairs in the Memorial Union.
They will be co-ordinating efforts
at UMO. They also have the
names and addresses of all the
legislators.
There is a strong possibility
that one of these three bills will
be enacted into law unless we act
quickly and effectively. It is your
government, so let your legisla-
tors know your feelings.
Richard Davies
State Representative
District 77—Orono
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MAIL CALL
The Maine Campus will only consider for
publication, letters to the editor which are
signed and include an address. Names will
be witheld upon request. Letters should be
brief, concise and limited to 350 words. We
reserve the right to edit all letters for
grammar and good taste.
Blue Cross cuts Cutler
To the Editor:
When students who were cov-
ered by Maine Blue Cross re-
quired hospitalization in the
Cutler Health Center Hospital.
Maine Blue Cross has always paid
100 per cent of our charges for the
hospitalization. We have just
been notified that we are classi-
fied as a "Non-participating
Hospital" and this means Blue
Cross will only pay 80 per cent of
our charges. For every day a
student is hospitalized he or she
will have to pay $8 or more out of
his or her pocket if Blue Cross is
the only hospitalization insurance
covering that illness.
This ruling applies only to Blue
Cross. Other hospitalization
insurers may or may not follow
suit. The Student Health and
Accident Insurance will continue
to cover 100 per cent of the
balance due. For this reason,
some students may wish to
reconsider a previous decision not
to purchase the student insur-
ance. Ordinarily, the plan can
only be purchased at the begin-
ning of the fall semester unless
there are extenuating circum-
stances such as this Blue Cross
change in policy. Therefore, our
carrier has agreed to let anyone
join our hospitalization plan in the
first two weeks of the spring
semester. The premium cost is
$25 for those who have paid the
health fee and $40 for those who
have not.
Basically, it is an excellent
hospitalization insurance cover-
ing care at any hospital, any-
where, plus many of the other
charges one may incur for health
care. Coverage lasts until the
beginning of the fall semester,
1977, at which time it can be
renewed, or, in the event a
student graduates, coverage lasts
until those months after grad-
uation.
Mathematicus on going down the 'up' escalator
To the Editor:
Alas, my annual epistle is long
overdue, but this has been a busy
year, what with moving into our
new Mathematics-English build-
ing and trying to find a parking
space and all. First let me thank
the former Chairman of he
English Department for very
kindly (but not so subtly) correct-
ing the printing error in my last
letter in which I reported that the
fourth floor of the English-
Mathematics Building would
probably be used for ghost
writing. The printer unfortunate-
ly left out the word "ghost."
Although they do teach ghost
writing on the fourth floor (with
final examinations on
Halloween). it is my understand-
ing that the English Department
does also teach at least some real
writing on the first three floors.
Now that we have been oc-
cupying our new quarters for a
year, a progress report is in
order. It gives me great pleasure
to announce that in general the
roof•does not leak. Very much.
On the negative side, it has
come to my attention that some
students are running down the
"up" escalator. This practice is
dangerous and must cease. Any
students caught doing so will not
be permitted to renew their
mathematics laboratory passes
when they expire at the end of the
month. A complete list of these
rules is posted at the foot of each
escalator.
For those who have examined
that "certain piece of work that A
mmentary 
could do in 5 hours and B could do
in 8 hours" in the main lobby.
which I mentioned in my last
letter, I report that it would take
40/13 hours to complete with both
A and B working together. Last
year I stated we outbid all other
interested parties for that certain
piece of work by an amount in
dollars such that, if its two-digit
numeral were reversed and 5
added, the result would be half
the amount. The answer is that
$62 is the amount of our overbid.
No readers submitted correct
answers to these problems; two
correspondents reported the time
required as 13 hours, and a third
just made nasty remarks about
Euclid.
Finally, I have been asked to
announce that students no longer
R.A. Graves, M.D., Director
Cutler Health Center
need two separate passes for the
English student reading room and
student work room. Further-
more, a free pass will be given to
any student who this month finds
an English word with nine u's in
its spelling. Check the depart-
mental bulletin board next month
for a list of correct answers and
for the next problem.
Believe me,
Sincerely yours,
Mathematicus
by Jill Hansen
The calm before the storm, or vice versa?
Last semester I witnessed 30
streakers flashing simultaneous
moons, scores of boogie men,
vampires and assorted monsters and
was bonked on the head by toilet
paper streamers.
I've seen the weekday bookworm
walk into walls and trip over the floor
from sheer inebriation and an
unprovoked male assualt an innocent
vending machine.
What inspires thousand of other-
wise rational young adults to "go
nuts.' on the weekends? Where
does all the sanity go?
Peer pressure is a minor cause.
No one wants to be alone and sober
when the entire dorm is deserted or
everyone is screaming through the
halls.
Anxiety, that constant, nagging
fear of failure that haunts us from
semester to semester, is another
cause. Craziness is an outlet for
pent-up frustrations, monotony and
relentless academic expectations.
Fatigue, mental and physical,
contributes to the madness that
ensues on weekends. Nine or 10
straight weeks without respite or
sufficient time to "regain one's
cool" creates the need for stimulat-
ing diversions.
Physical fatigue is usually miracu-
lously overcome by Friday afternoon.
A new flow of adrenalin keeps the
body in motion until Sunday eve-
ning. Moi.day is associdicd with
exhaustion.
Then, of course, there's the
chronic socialite; never without a
drink, never misses a party and
never gets a hangover. This human
phenomenon needs no excuse to
party. His weekends usually begin
Wednesday afternoon and end late
Tuesday night. He is a constant
source of disgust to his studious
roommate.
We may be numerical adults,
supassing the wise, old age of 18,
but college is not the real world and
few students want it to be. College is
like a stag party—the last fling
before responsibility either enriches
or stifles our lives.
Many who view life with serious-
ness and perspective recognize the
college years as a last excuse for
craziness and spontaneity. Most of
us will never again have 5,000
potential friends within a one mile
radius.
.This is not to say that purpose.
direction and participation are insig-
nificant until after graduation. Many
students can transform easily from
irresponsibility to the demands of a
career, while others flounder in a
void after leaving the secutiry of
colleg... The emotionally unpre-
pared become deadweights on a
struggling society.
No one, at any time, should be
immune from life. Just as a week of
exams justifies a weekend of party-
ing. pain tends to make pleasure
greater.
From panty raids, snowball
queens and goldfish gulping to
streaking, kegball and the Salty Dog
Happy Hour. our entertainment
reflects society's new emphasis—
from coke to beer to pot and back
again. At least goldfish are no
longer an endangered species.
The 70's and 80's bring increasing
anxiety and concern about the future
of the United States and the dubious
future of the world College
craziness is a nervous and naive
laugh at the complexity of life's
uncertainties.
With minimal effort, college can
be a four year vacation for the
average student. A little instinctual
knowledge in the art of "Professor
Persuasion" and "Beating the Sys-
tem" never hurts.
So go ahead—Ago wild, drink your
brains out (temporarily) and raise
hell now and then. But keep an eye
over your shoulder. Reality's ganna
getcha some day.
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Reaccreditation in jeopardy
BY PEG GOYETTE
UMO's College of Business Administra-
tion is up for reaccreditation in the fall of
1978, but according to Prof. Robert Jensen.
it won't pass unless it gets new faculty. It
has been accredited at the undergraduate
level since 1973 by the American Assembly
of Collegiate Schools of Business (AACSB),
the only such organization recognized by
the U.S. Department of Health, Education
and Welfare.
This accreditation may be lost because
the sharp increase of business majors---
from (7•00 to nearly 1,000 in three years--
has not carried a corresponding increase of
teachers, and student-teacher ratio is a big
factor in AACSB standards.
Needed are seven new Ph.D.s. according
to Jensen. The business college is
authorized to fill 18 positions in all, three of
which are presently empty. and Jensen
said there is room for five new positions.
This brings the total to 23 faculty members
needed for reaccreditation next year, with
eight slots yet to be filled.
To compound the problem. those areas
most in need of new faculty are accounting,
production, data processing and systems
analysis, precisely the areas from which
UMO gets virtually no applicants. These
are scarcity areas because of strong
student demand, "and because that's
where the jobs are," said Jensen, adding
that accounting offers the highest paying
jobs in business.
Not only are UMO's salary offerings in
the scarcity areas well below those of
similar institutions, by a $3,000 to $4,500
gap, but the University is also competing
with business and industry to attract
qualified teachers. It must offer competi-
tive salaries because unlike some other
areas of academia, business is a very
mobile field Jensen said.
He said the demand for courses in data
processing alone is expected to increase 80
per cent over the next four years. The irony
is that when th,!. Calege of Business first
got accredited in 1)73 there were over
one-third fewer students, and now that the
demand is much greater, the school's
accreditation is j,opa -dized.
"We really have two choices," said
Jensen, "get mor faculty or cut back on
business enrollments. But even if we just
want to service the students we have,
regardless of accreditation, we still need
competent teachers in the scarcity areas
because that's where the student demand
is," he said. He ae ded that 80 per cent of
UMO's business majors are from Maine
and they're the ones being hurt if
enrollments are cut or if classes remain
overcrowded.
He pointed out that some teaching slots
had been filled by business people from
the community on a part-time basis but the
large class sized swamped them and they
quit.
A happier note is that in some areas of
business, such as management or person-
nel administration, the faculty demand is
being met. UMO just hired three new
people with Ph.D.s for these areas, from
which Jensen cited a "fair number" of
applicants for UMO.
Regarding UM's other campuses having
business programs besides UMO and
Portland-Gorham, such as Augusta.
Machias and Presque Isle, Jensen said
there are "certainly enough business
students to go around," but he ques-
tioned the wisdom of the Board of Trustees
in trying to spread the resources across five
campuses.
"Our basic problem is finally having the
university make some reallocation deci-
sions," he said. Not only does UMO's
undergraduate business program need
more Ph.D.s by 1978, but its graduate
(MBA) program must be eligible for
accreditation next year also. This is due to
a 1975 change in AACSB rules which
eliminates any MBA program from riding
on the accreditation of an undergraduate
program. But even this can be met with
enough Ph.D.-level faculty, according to
Jensen.
UMPD promotions
highlight vacation
Several promotions highlighted an
otherwise routine and tedious Christmas
vacation for the UMO police department.
With students gone for a month and the
campus empty, Sgt. Michael Zubick said
not much happened except the promotions.
With the death last fall of Major Brian
Hilchey, an administrative position was
vacated. Lt. Charles Chandler has now
been promoted to the administrative
lieutenant. Former Sgt. LaForest Dunton
was promoted to operations lieutenant.
Promoted to Sargeant were former
Corporal and Complex Supervisor Harold
Kennedy and patrolman Jeffrey Temple,
who is also the official training officer.
The new Complex Supervisor is Cpl.
Charles Helms, former patrolman.
Officer Terry Burgess was promoted to
Dectective and Sgt. William Laughlin is
now the bookstore officer.
Clearance on all Fabrics
"t° 50% off
cottons, quilted, velour, quiana, denim,
muslin, flannels, corduroy, single knits,
Special double knits .99 a yard
Macreme and many other
craft supplies and kits
Sale ends
Feb. 15
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BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
Stuff Envelopes
The accreditation process involves a visit
from an AACSB group which will check
faculty files, student records, etc., to verify
what the college of business published in
its two self-study reports. Jensen said the
accreditation presently is for five-year
periods. To qualify, a business college
must be part of a larger university. UMO is
the only school north of Boston that meets
AACSB standards at the undergraduate
level, and Dartmouth has the only
accrdited graduate program in business
north of Boston.
If the whole thing goes through, this will
put UMO's college of business on a par
with Dartmouth's business program, as
well as to make UMO more competitive in a
field of high demand. If it doesn't and the
college of business loses its accreditation,
Jensen said UMO will lose students. He
cited an instance of one student already
planning to switch to another university
which has been more successful in
attracting faculty from scarcity areas. And
he added it will be even more difficult for
UMO to attract new business professors
because some refuse to teach at an
institution which isn't accredited with
AACSB.
1 $25.00 PER HUNDRED
Immediate Earnings
Send $1.00 To:
I Envelopes Dept. 2 2 6
102 Charles Street
Boston,Mass. 02114 ...I
Prof. Robert Jensen
Classifieds
Responsible housernate wanted to sharf,
comfortable home in Bangor area. Call Kin,
945-3836 nights
Trailers available for rent. Check at Wadleigh's
Store 827-5504.
ATTENTION Rangeley students. The Maine
Sportsman, a monthly publication will pay for
your gas money home once a month plus a few
bucks. For more details contact the Maine
Sportsman, 22 Bolling Dr., Bangor, ME, 04401.
Tel. 942-0287.
SUMMER JOBS: Over 200,000 in all 50
states—Your money back if you don't obtain
yours thru our comprehensive catalogue. Send
$2 to : SUMCHOICE Box 645, State College,
PA, 16801. Act now for the best selection.
Pizza Delivery Service
Bear's Des Tel. 581-2294
Hj
BAw•N
ONION
GREEN PEPPER
LOADED
hamburg
mushroom
peperoni onion
green pepper
EXTRAS 20 cents EACH
SOFT DRINK
CANS 310.
Pepsi/ Diet Pepsi
Orange/Root Beer
Ginger Ale
1.10
1.10
1.75
CHIPS 15e
Plain/Corn Chips
Pretzels/BBC)
Cheese Doodles
NO MINIMUM ORDER
Delivery Every Day
5:00 p.m. - 12: p.m.
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I. Trustee committees urged to open up
If you're a student, citizen or reporter,
the University of Maine Board of Trustees
cordially invite you to attend their
committee meetings. But--that doesn't
mean you have a legal right to be there.
It's by invitation only.
That's the latest word from University
counsel, Barnett I. Shur and trustee
Vice
-Chairman Stanley Evans (Bangor)
who in a statement released at the trustee
meeting Wednesday, urged trustees to
open their committee meetings to the
public "whenever possible." But, he
added, the Maine "public observation rule
does not extend to the meeting of
committees" of the trustees. "The corn-
mitee chairperson determines whether a
meeting should be open to the public,"
Evans told the trustees.
The issue of whether trustee sessions
should be open to the public and reporters
came to a head last November when the
trustees tried to hold closed committee
meetings and Sen. Ted Curtis said,
"Nothing doing." The Orono Republican
claimed that to close the meetings to the
public would be in violation of the Maine
Freedom of Access Law. The University
scoffed at this charge despite a warning
from the state's Deputy Attorney General,
Donald G. Alexander.
In a letter to Curtis, who requested an
opinion. Alexander wrote that the Maine
Freedom of Access Law's definition of
public proceedings includes the board of
trustees and that the trustee's committee
meetings should also be considered public
proceedings.
This pressure may have had some effect
on the trustees and their legal counsel as
they appear to have moderated their
stance. The University concluded their
"Right-to-Know Law" statement saying
aseamaimammeanionmememona I
that "there will be occasions when (a
closed) executive session is required,
but...! suggest (privacy) should be exer-
cised only when clearly justified by the
nature of the specific subject matter."
.4 Texas Instruments representative
will be in
the University Bookstore
on February 1st, to demonstrate all
Texas Instruments Calculators
Save $10.00 to $59.90 if you act now.
If you've been thinking about
getting a programmable,
'Texas Instruments has a
special offer for you
NOW
$10
REBATE \0000000i
es gra
es 101
es 01 up
es Its
es
SR-56 $109.95*
If you want an incredible slide rule calculator that's
also programmable, then this is the one for you.
There're 74 preprogrammed functions and opera-
tions. And it has AOS, Ti's unique algebraic operating
system. the underlying reason an SR-56 is so power-
ful. It'll let you handle problems with as many as
9 sets of parentheses. Talk about memory. An SR-56
has 10 (11 if you count the T-registered.). And you can
do arithmetic with all of them.
Chances are you'll soon discover how really easy
It is to program. An SR-56 has 100 steps. Six logical
decision functions. Four levels of subroutines. Dec-
rement and skip on zero. Compare a test register
with the display to make a conditional branch. And
this is just the beginning.
Think about it. Can you really afford to put off get-
ting your SR-56, now?
Texas Instruments will rebate $10.00 of your criginal SR-56 purchase price when
you (1) return this completed coupon including serial number (2) along with your
completed SR-56 customer information card (packed in box) and (3) a dated copy
of proof of your purchase, verifying purchase between Jan land March 31. 1977
SR-56 Rebate Offer
P0 Box 1210
Richardson Texas 75080
Name_
Address 
City  State Zip
SR. 56 Serial No
Please allow 30 days for rebate
(from back of calculator)
Otter voi0 where prohibited by Law Good in Continental U S only
'Suggested retail price
1 1977 Texas Instruments Incorporated
we,e)a Aft._
• .0k
11111 —
lilt
—
SO.
doe.*
wris,•""
FREE
Sdia
ty-
5990
olt
SOF 111.RI-
Choose
two
SR-52 S299.95*
If you want the computer-like power of a card pro-
grammable then choose this one.
Techniques like optimization. iteration, data reduc-
tion, what-if matrices, mathematical modeling, need
not lie up your mind—or your time.
But learning to use it is a hassle, you say. Not true.
Prerecorded programs are gathered into software
libraries: Electrical Engineering. Math. Statistics.
Finance. All you need do is load a mag card, press a
few keys and you'll get answers that previously
required a computer.
You can make your own programs just as easily.
In just a couple of hours you'll begin to
prove what a powerful asset you have—
right at your fingertips.
And there's not a better time to get an
SR-52 than right now.
Electrical Engineering Statistics Math Finance Choose any two and (1) return
this completed coupon including serial number along with (2) your completed
SR-52 serialized customer information card (packed in box) and (3) a dated copy
of proof of your purchase verifying purchase behveen Jan 20 and March 31 1977
SR-59 free rt,ttirre library offer
P.O Box 1210
Richardson. Texas 75080
Name
Address
,tate ZIP 
SR-52 Serial No (from back of calculator)
Math Statistics Finance EE
Texas Instruments reserves the right to substitute software libraries of equal value,
based upon availability Please allow 30 days for delivery
L -
TexasNInstrurnents
I(ORPORAIi I' 65Sel}
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Sigma Chi contests police seizure
BY I ERRY LOMBARD AND MARK
TREMBLAY
You've just come back from vacation,
put the key in the lock, opened the door.
and something about the arrangement of
the room looks different. Maybe your
roommate changed it before vacation or
just maybe someone else did.
Who could that someone else have been?
Was it the janitor, the police department.
or your R.A.? Whoever it may have been, it
is important to know what your rights as a
private citizen are and what rights
university officials have.
University officials have certain guide-
lines they must follow as established by
university policy, and the United States
Constitution. If they go beyond these
"Students are protected
against unreasonable
search..."
constitutional parameters, they are con-
ducting an illegal search of the premises.
This applies to dormitories, fraternities,
and university cabins.
Students are protected against unrea-
sonable search and seizure by the Fourth
Amendment of the United States Constitu-
tion, Rule 41 of the State of Maine Rules Of
Criminal Procedure, and University policy.
University policy states that "an invest-
igation may not include a search of a
student's person, room, or effects without
his expressed consent except by law
enforcement officers with a duly-issued
search warratit. end may not include
examination of atticles or information
obtained directly or indirectly by an
unauthorized 5 earch."
Policy furthet states. "...nothing in this
section shall be deemed to prohibit: A)
normal house ilspections at previously
designated times, and B) forcible entry of
any place or restraint of any person in
order to prevent damage to property or
harm to a person, when made with
reasonable belief that such damage or
harm is occurring or is about to occur."
In dormitories, only certain university
officials have the right to enter one's room,
with or without consent. For maintenance
purposes, resident assistants and head
residents enter the rooms and will post
previously that they intended to do so.
In dormitories, resident assistants and
janitors often enter rooms for maintenance
purposes. however, if anyone is going to
make a search for drugs, he must give the
occupant 24 hours notice. One R.A. said,
"It is difficult for a drug case to be proven
in a dormitory because there must be a
number of witnesses present, including the
head resident."
Possible drug violators in the dorm are
usually in% estigated on the basis of tips
from reliable sources. The R.A. said at a
meeting of various head residents and
R.A.'s it was disclosed that there is a
sizable network of informants working for
the police department who receive pay-
ment for their information from the
President's Contingency Fund.
John M. Blake, Vice-President for
Finance and Administration at UMO, says
he knows of no such network of informants
existing on this campus, and the statement
that they are paid via the Contingency
Fund is "blatantly false."
Chief Alan Reynolds of the UMO Police
Department says, "As far as I know, there
are no undercover agents on this campus,
but that doesn't mean there aren't any."
One campus case involves the seizure of
a water pipe from Sigma Chi Fraternity.
According to members of the fraternity, a
water pipe was confiscated from under a
bed in their ram during the last summer
vacation. Jim Swales and Dennis Bergeron
of Sigma Chi said the pipe was hidden
under a bed in the ram. Swales said he
made sure that it remained hidden before
he left for summer vacation. He adds.
"The only way it could have been found is
if someone got on their hands and knees to
look for it." Both men say none of the other
brothers could have taken it for they were
among the last to leave.
The pipe itself is perfectly legal.
However, upon confiscation,, residue from
a cannabis plant was found in the pipe.
Under Title 17-A, Chapter 45, Statute
1101, residue from a cannabis plant is
classified as hashish, a schedule X drug,
and therefore constitutes a felony. Mari-
juana as it stands alone is a schedule Z
drug. which is a civil violation.
Sigma Chi claims the pipe was illegally
confiscated by the UMO Police Depart-
ment. Upon returning to school in the fall,
a Sigma Chi member noticed the pipe on
display at the department.
The police were able to enter Sigma Chi
during the summer on Sigma Chi's request
that they provide interim security. Sigma
Chi is aware of the plain view clause and
made sure the pipe was hidden. Swales
said when he returned to the fraternity,
one week into summer vacation, he noticed
the pipe was missing, and thought
Bergeron had taken it. However, Bergeron
had not.
Another brother, Dan Bowie. a paralegal
with Student Legal Services, is working on
the case with Jim Haskell, a fellow
paralegal. Their argument is that the pipe
was illegally obtained without a search
"As far as I know, there
are no undercover
agents on this campus,
but that doesn't mean
there aren't any."
warrant. It was not in plain view and even
with the resin in the pipe, Maine's
Criminal Code gives a vague definition of
what a "usable amount" is.
The police department argues that the
pipe was legally confiscated. Detective
Mildred Cannon of the UMO Police
Department said the pipe was probably
confiscated in late July or early August,
and that no officer would have taken the
pipe illegally. The police check the
fraternities three times a day during
vacations as standard procedure.
The police report was not available
although an order from the District
Attorney's office was obtained. Detective
Cannon said the specific order pertaining
to the case was not asked for, when in fact
it was. Cannon stands by her argument and
says she called the DA's office and claims
the specific report was not asked for. She
now says the report is available only to the
owner of the pipe.
Sigma Chi members believe the pipe is
house property and there is no one owner.
If the Fire Marshall were present at the
investigation of the house, then the
confiscation of the pipe was legal. He is
protected by town ordinance, state law,
and the Life Safety Code. As an agent of
the university he could have reported his
sighting to the police. However, Fire
Marshall Brasslett says he did not conduct
any such search, nor was he involved in
any way with this investigation. Detective
Cannon says the police officers do not
accompany the fire marshal] when he
conducts an inspection.
Since the police report is unavailable, m,
conclusions can be made as to the legality
of the search. Cannon stands by her
statement that the police would not
confiscate any item illegally. Sigma Chi
stands by its argument.
Other fraternities have experienced
similar incidents. One fraternity notes that
it had $2,000 worth of items taken from its
house by the police. The fraternity house
members admit some of the items taken
were university property which the police
had full right to confiscate, but they claim
some of their own furniture was also taken
Another fratcrnit) , which takes advan-
tage of the police service, claims a number
of marijuana plants were taken from a
locked room during a vacation period. They
are sure no other brothers or students were
responsible for this action.
Janitors may enter the room without
consent and do so primarily for mainten-
ance purposes. However, if they find an
item or items they believe are illegal
contraband, as agents of the university
they can report it to the university police.
They alone do not have the right to take the
item, but their information justifies
probable cause, and a search warrant can
be obtained by the university police.
UMO Fire Marshall Duane Brasslett has
the right to conduct inspections for
possible fire hazards in the dormitories
without consent, because dormitories are
university property. He usually conducts
inspections during vacations or when they
are needed, and as an agent of the
university he too can report any illegal
contraband to the University Police.
Brasslett says, however, he usually does
not report these sightings because his
basic concern is fire safety.
What role does the University of Maine
Police Department play in search and
seizure? The UMO Police do not have the
right to enter a dormitory room unless they
have a search warrant, or have been
invited into the room. With fraternities,
Detective Millie Cannon of the UMO police
says the police provide a security service
for the houses to prevent vandalism, and
mainly to check out maintenance problems.
However, if there is "reasonable cause
to believe" a criminal law is being violated,
a search may be considered reasonable.
Reasonableness of search must be deter-
mined by an examination of the facts of
each particular case. College officials have
been backed by the courts in warrantless
searches of the student's room where such
action was a reasonable exercise of the
college's duty to maintain discipline and
"educational atmosphere."
Authority to conduct a reasonable search
cannot be transferred to civil authorities
and must conform to the Fourth Amend-
ment standards. If at all possible, college
"Sigma Chi claims
the pipe was illegally
confiscated..."
officials should procure a warrant, if time
and circumstances permit. prior to a search
of either a student's room or personal
belongings. campus?
Normal inspection of student rooms for
health, safety, and standards of mainten-
ance are obviously within the authority of
college officials, and warrants need not be
obtained for these types of inspections.
When the police perform an actual
search, anything in "plain view" which is
illegal, may be confiscated. 1 his is known
as the Plain View Clause and is upheld by
the Maine Criminal Code.
However, a plain view seizure will not
turn an initially valid and, therefore,
limited search into a general one. This is
based on a Supreme Court ruling,
"anything in 'plain view'
which is illegal,
may be confiscated."
involving Coolidge vs. New Hampshire.
Discovery of plain view items must be
inadvertent.
It is generally held that the police must
have a warrant specifying what things they
are looking for before they may enter the
premises in question. If they are on the
premises by consent, they may seize
anything to be used as evidence in a case,
or illegal or illegally obtained articles, as
long as they are in plain view.
Old Town Police Chief Jack Palo adds,
"Plain view cases are funny things. For
every Supreme Court decision made that
has held that plain view is never enough to
justify warrantless seizure of evidence,
there is another case that holds plain view
is in fact justifiable."
Even if a search warrant is issued to the
police. the Supreme Court ruled in Gould
vs. the U.S. that search warrants "may
not be used as a means of gaining access to
a man's house or office and papers solely
for the purpose of making search and
seizure evidence to be used against him in
a criminal or penal proceeding, but that
t'hey may be resorted to only when a
primary right to such search and seizure
may be found in the interest of the public."
It adds, "When a valid exercise of police
power renders possession of the property
by the accused is unlawful, it provides that
it may be taken."
These are a few of the basic rights of
Maine students and citizens, University
officials as state agents and law enforce-
ment officials. It is important to remember
that, with the exception of University
policy, all the rules and laws are based on
Supreme Court rulings, and many of these
rulings are being challenged in court.
With all this talk of search and seizure
rights and student rights, are illegal search
and seizure practices taking place on this
Looking For A Buyer?
Do it easily
and inexpensively
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Welcome Back to School Values!
pizza Is
PESEARYS
BEAN SALAD starting Monday
Introductory size and price
Our regular fresh green salad
still available.
1 54 Park Street
866-4918
Battery Sale!
Special battery special price'
Take advantage of our NAPA battery sa
you II end up with up to 2-1/2 times more cranking
power, thanks to thin
polypropylene walls
le and
that leave extra room
for more energy-pro-
ducing materials
Dubay's Auto Parts \
Center St & Water St Old Town
Hammond St Bangor
Romantic..
beautiful ring
from G.M. Pollack
for Valentine's Day
G.M. Pollock & Sons
Jewelers gSkersmiths
POPTLAMO OFtl.J141SWICA - )0oS ¶ A - A$ C)
Moil Woof Credo Cards and oar
Orm Charm ArlPel).•
a_,• j.I._!IL•M el 1.0.0 • 
APPEARING IN THE BANQUET ROOM
HOLIDAY INN, Main Street
JANumy 28 & 29 [Friday & Saturday]
9 p.m to 1 a.m [No Cover]
orlau L )1r *11 40 Onctr- CV CV CV qq_1710Pit:)00:Ca ni1517R -EiRIXo
Pelletier's Bike Shop (next to McDonalds)Pcit
is having a Real
on x-country ski packages
check this 
1st quality, no seconds
Splitkein Fiberglass touring skis
Fels leather boot
Tonkin bamboo poles
Rottafella 3 pin bindings
All this for only $89.95
SALE
79.95
35.00
7.95
6.95
$129.85
Fiberglass skis are faster - stronger - need no base
preparation, yet take waxes as well as wood skis.
Sportco has authorized us to close out some 5C0 pairs of
fiberglass skis at these ridiculous low prices.
Come in today - cross-country skiing is fun and healthy.'
Open this week 10 am to 8 pm Mon. thru Sat.
The Snow is here so come and see our sale
  I I I • I 11 MN I  
Bridal
Spring fashion
Wed. Feb. 9
Cutipr's
(60 70 NORTH MAIN STREET OLD TOWN, MAINE 04468 207)8275589I 
'MEW 
JANUARY
ALL WINTER SPORTS MERCHANDISE
NOW ON SALE
SIZES AND COLORS SELECTION LIMITED,
ALL SALES FINAL!
HOCKEY AND FIGURE SKATES
Regular Price 37.95
Regular Price 45.00
Regular Price 59.95
Regular Price 85 00
HOCKEY GLOVES
Regular 20.00
HOCKEY HELMETS
Regular 17.00
DOWN JACKETS
Regular 60.00
Regular 38.00
TURTLENECK JERSEYS
Regular 9.35
SKI JACKETS
Regular 65.00
Regular 40.00
SKI PANTS!
Regular 45.00
Regular 36.00
NOW $25.30
NOW $29.95
NOW $39.95
NOW $56.65
NOW $10.00
NOW $8.50
NOW $48.00
NOW $30.40
NOW $6.95
SKI BOOTS
Regular 135.00 NOW $107.95
Regular 99.00
Regular 85.00
Regular 55.00
SKI POLES
Regular 9.95
Regular 12.50
Regular 15.95
SWEATERS
Regular 23.50
Regular 34.00
Regular 37.00
NOW $7Q.00
NOW $68.00
NOW $44.00
GLOVES AND MITTENS
NOW $52.00 Regular 6.00
NOW $32.00 Regular 12.00
Regular 17.50
NOW $29.95 Regular 22 80
NOW $23.95 Regular 31.80
EXTRA SPECIAL
NOW $7.45
NOW $9.38
NOW $11.95
NOW $15.95
NOW $23.95
NOW $25.95
NOW $4.50
NOW $9.00
NOW $13.12
NOW $17.10
NOW $23.85
REPLACE THAT OLD SKI BINDING WITH AN
AMERICANA PLATE BINDING
FOR ONLY
(INSTALLED) $29.95 WHILE STOCK LASTS
SPORTING GOODS
' 589 Wilson Street, Brewer , Maine 989-6677
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Hooper named graduate dean
BY DAN WARREN
The University of Maine Board of
Trustees on Wednesday named Dr. Henry
0. Hooper. chairman of the UMO Physics
Department, as new Dean of the UMO
Graduate School: gave the Bear's Den
money for a major facelift and reaffirmed
their support of the Super-U structure.
Hooper succeeds Roderick A. Forsgren
who was Acting Dean of the Graduate
School. Hooper moves to the $29,925 per
academic year position after four years as
chairman of UMO's Physics Department.
He received a B.S. from the University of
Maine in 1956: a M.S. from Brown
University in 1959; and a Ph.D from
Brown in 1961. Hooper taught at UMO in
1956 before moving to Brown from 1956 to
1964. From Brown he switched to Wayne
State University where he stayed until 1973
when he arrived at UMO. He is a former
NASA consultant.
The Bear's Den was the day's biggest
winner, receiving $184,000 for general
interior renovation. The Den deserved the
allocation, trustees said, because of
"greatly increased" student use of the
campus pub. Costs are scheduled to be
footed by a transfer from dormitory and
dining hall surplus. The Den hopes to pay
the debt back.
The monthly trustee meeting started on
a promising note with Super-U Chancellor
Patrick McCarthy citing "an important
endorsement" by state legislators of the
present UMaine structure. "The Perfor-
mance Audit Committee of the Legislature
completed an exhaustive inquiry into the
University of Maine." McCarthy said,
"and recommended that the system
structure should not be altered."
More important, McCarthy continued,
was the committee's recommendation that
the University receive increased state
spending for the upcoming biennium. With
lack of support from the state legislature.
McCarthy said, "public higher education
in Maine cannot (help) but suffer."
The trustee's request for $77 million for
the next biennium has been reduced to $71
million in the Governor's budget. the
chancellor noted, adding that the Univer-
sity is scheduled to appear before the
legislative Appropriations Hearing Feb. 3
to seek the original $77 million request.
In a study presented to their fellow
trustees. Artemus E. Weatherbee (Kenne-
bunk). Bernard R. Carpenter (Lewiston)
and Thomas F. Monaghan (Portland)
exhorted the group to "take an objective
look at the actual accomplishments under
(the) Super-U as compared with the
objectives when it was established.. .We
believe there has been a failure," the
threesome wrote, "to meet the original
purposes of the so-called Super-U."
Weatherbee said the University system
doesn't seem as receptive to suggestions
as they should be. "It seems to us," he
said, "there has been too much negativism
in the reaction of the University to
suggestions for changes and too much
crying "wolf- in recounting the dire
effects of any changes."
Weatherbee urged the University to
keep a close eye on its financial affairs and
to draw up a more detailed budget that
would hold them "more accountable" to
the Governor and legislature. The state is
hesitant to grant "lump sum requests,"
Weatherbee advised.
Among the trio's proposals to help "put
our house in order" were:
--institute "an objective study group with
adequate funding" to review University
operations.
--have out-of-state students pay 100 per
cent of their tuition costs. They now pay
approximately 75 per cent.
--have the Board of Trustees take a stand
on Gov. Longley's proposed "voucher
system" which would allow students to use
public monies to attend the post-secondary
institution of their choice.
--closely examine firesent Super-U struc-
ture. And, the trio strongly urged,
"oppose further centralization" in the
system and "maximize autonomy" for
each campus in accordance with original
Super-U plans.
--more effective management; itemize
budget to allow closer scrutiny by the
legislature.
--review tuition free programs and deter-
mine whether they should be continued.
--maintain tough admission and academic
standards. "Do we suffer from grade-
creep?" the group asks.
--grant pay increases "where fully justi-
fied, but not.. .across the board."
--penalize students who default on loans.
• Longley proposes $6 million budget cut
continued from page 1
from UMaine revenues for a total
Educational and General services budget
of $56.5 million to maintain present
conditions. Uses of this money would be
$39.7 million for salaries. $6.7 million for
benefits and $10.1 million for other costs.
For 1978-79, S38.5 million of state funds
and 1'22.0 million of UMaine funds are
needed for a tot t I budget of $60.5 million.
$42.4 million m • rked for salaries, $7.4
million marked for benefits and $10.7 per
cent for other costs. Ti ese figures do not
include any new programs, which were
listed seperately fo- funding.
EDUCATION and GENERAL -- Part II
This section of the appropriation request
deals with developnient of areas beyond
their present status. Areas cited for
development are ncrease in library
services, support for academic projects and
faculty development, and money to support
a health science program in response to
state health education needs.
Development in these areas is estimated
to cost $1.1 million in 1977-78 with
1737.000 from state funds and $363,000
from UMaine sources. In 1978-79, the state
is being asked to provide $1.474 million
with UMaine providing 1726,000.
Planned uses of these monies for 1977-78
are: $315,000. library; $405,000. faculty;
and $380,000 for health programs. In
1978-79 the estimated breakdown is
$524,000, library: $999,000, faculty; and
$677,000 for health programs.
STUDENT AID
Most federal assistance programs in
student aid are based on matching funds
from the state. This past year the
University received $5.4 million in federal
monies by expending $935,000 in matching
funds.
The Board of Trustees is requesting
$700,000 each year of the biennium with
additonal monies coming from the univer-
sity, private gifts and federal funds.
TRIGOM
TRIGOM, The Research Institute of the
Gulf of Maine, is a non-profit research
corporation set up by a consortium of
private and public institutions for marine
studies. The amount of money UMaine
receives for TRIGOM goes directly to the
institute for its use. The amounts re-
quested are $60.000 for 1978 and $62,000
for 1979.
MAINE PUBLIC
BROADCASTING NETWORK
The Maine Public Broadcasting Net-
work, MPBN, is licensed by the Federal
Communications Commission to the Uni-
versity Board of Trustees, so its funding
request must come through the Board of
Trustees.
Add-drop revised
Students adding and dropping course.,
this past week found the process a bit
easier thanks to a new schedule card.
The new card provides the student with
more space to write in course information.
The course title has been eliminatect
altogether. no longer making it necessary
to squeeze long titles into the small space
that was provided.
According to Nancy Fiske, registration
officer, last semester 25 to SO per cent of all
the add-drop cards had had some sort of
error. So far this semester the figure has
decreased to one per cent. The add-drop
card is so successful that a new registration
card is planned for next semester.
Add-drop cards are good only this week.
Beginning on Monday, courses may only
be dropped and new "drop cards" will be
available.
TYPING ERRORS
ERROR-FREE TYPIN6
ERF1ORITE" AT YOURCAMPUS STORE
NOW ALSO AVAILABLE IN BROWN, RED, BLUE & GREEN
- OUT OF SIGHT!
Part I of the request is for $3,047,658
over the next biennium to keep operations
of MPBN at current levels. This is an
increase of $209,000. The state appropria-
tion will provide 59 per cent and 26 per cent
will come from federal matching funds.
Fifteen per cent of the money will be raised
from listeners.
Part II of the request is for $39,753 for
local programming for the new Presque
Isle station and in 1978-79, $77,000 is
requested to continue programming at
Presque Isle and to provide a network
research office and other educational
services.
CAPITAL CONSTRUCTION
The capital construction proposed
budget is divided into three stages for a
total of $6,415,000. Governor Longlev has
11111110001.1.1••0•0101.1.1104
Discount with
Student ID
recommended that over $6 million be cut
from this budget.
Stage I is for two new buildings, a
classroom-laboratory building at UM at
Farmington, $3,870,000 and an Environ-
mental Science Building at UMO,
53.000.000. Fifty per cent or $1,500,000 of
the cost of this building will come from
private gifts.
Stage II is a request for funds for the
completion of previously funded buildings.
Included here are $445,000 for the Portland
Science Equipment building and 5150.000
for the Orono English-Math Building.
Stage III is a request for $450,000 in
safety, health and other improvements.
Longley has recommended only $85,000 in
the request for safety item'.
191 Exchange Str.
Bangor
Bangor's Largest and Most
Complete .4 rt Department
Attn.
ART MAJORS
Complete Art
Course Supplies
We carry:
M. Grumbacher
Winsor-Newton
Liquitex
D'Arches
Strathmore
Silk Screen Supplies
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Hurry up spring!
Hoop games to be aired
BY DIANE WHITMORE
UMO away basketball games will be
broadcast live on WMEB this semester.
courtesy of Standard Shoe Store of Bangor.
which has agreed to underwrite the
broadcasts. All games will be aired except
the Feb. 16 game at Youngstown Univer-
sity in Ohio.
While WMEB is a non-commercial
educational radio station and is prohibited
from selling airtime or running commercial
announcements, it can use underwriters to
aid in financing programs. An underwriter
is not an advertiser, but a group or
individual who makes a grant or gift to the
station through the university. The amount
donated by an underwriter is tax-deduc-
tible.
The campus radio station cannot adver-
tise, but it can promote programs
sponsored by underwriting through non--
broadcast means such as newspaper ads
and posters, all of which may name the
underwriter.
Randy Reil, who is in charge ot
Orono barricades Grove Street
BY MICHAELE MINIGELL
Grove Street, which runs by York Hall,
and the Ram's Horn to park Street from
UMO has been blocked off to all traffic.
Action for blockage was taken late in
December in rsponse to several years of
complaints from Grove Street residents.
Acting Orono Town Manager, Wanda
Thomas said the snow and cement
barricade will probably stay there until
spring when the situation be evaluated
and a new barricade erected.
Making the street a "dead end" was
prompted by Grove Street residents who
were concerned about the safety of their
children. The heightened concern came
when the Folger Library addition was
being built two years ago. Construction
and cement trucks were using Grove
Street as an entrance.
Residents brought a petition before the
Orono Town Council last April to have the
road closed citing heavy traffic, speeding,
large trucks and children walking on the
side of the narrow street as reasons to have
it closed. They were also concerned about
the increase in the number of users of the
street.
The petition came after the town had
proposed to straighten and resurface the
road and put in a sidewalk and new
sewage. On December 20, the town council
approved a barricade be erected on a trial
basis and on January 6 the barricade was
put up.
University of Maine Security Registrar
William Prosser said that the University
had nothing to do with the closing. "In
Fact," he said, "we were somewhat
opposed to the idea because now it will
make it more difficult for us to assist in
calls to the Woodshed and the Depositor's
Trust Bank." Prosser also said Security
will sometimes have to use the Allagash
Road which runs by the cabins. "Probably,
something will have to be done to the
surface of that road to make it more
passable," Prosser said.
Maine Blue Cross cuts back
UMO coverage to 80 per cent
The Blue Cross of Maine has recently
decided to cut back to 80 per cent coverage
at the Cutler Health Center for those
students who have Blue Cross, according
to Dr. Robert Graves, director of the
Student Health Center.
The Blue Cross of Maine paid 100 per
cent of the Cutler Health Center's charges
which they weren't required to do, Graves
said. The Health Center is not a
participating hospital with Blue Cross, he
explained. The Blue Cross of Maine
consists of an association of hospitals who
allow Blue Cross to dictate policies,
finances and other matters. Graves added.
"The Cutler Health Center was never in
that situation," Graves said. "We should
have been treated as a non-participating
hospital and covered at 80 per cent of the
charges. That is what the Blue Cross of
Maine has recently decided to do."
This cutback will have a financial effect
only on those students covered by Blue
Cross. Instead of the 100 per cent coverage
by Blue Cross, students will have to pay
the other 20 per cent out of their own
pocket. For example, the Health Center
charges $40 a day. Blue Cross will pay $32;
the remaining $8 will have to come from
the student. Those students covered by
Blue Cross plus the school insurance will
still have 100 per cent coverage. Those
students with no Blue Cross, only the
school insurance, will also receive 100 per
cent coverage since the University had
agreed to cover 100 per cent of the Health
Center's charges.
All extras such as x-rays will get 80 per
cent coverage by Blue Cross as well,
Graves said.
Faculty or Student Reps
Sell Summer
Tours
LOWEST possible air fares
LOWEST possible rail fares
. LOWEST possible accommodation rates
HIGHEST possible commissionsl
•
to EUROPE
Coll toll frao(600) -225-4580, Ask for Dom Messina
Or write, MOILIOAIR STUDOIT TOURS
1505 Commonwealth AV.., Boston,MA 02135
Orono Public Safety Director Thomas
Landers said that he was also opposed to
Grove Street being closed, landers is
concerned about being able to get to the
university in an emergency. He said that in
the event of a fire in the York Complex,
Grove Street would be the fastest entrance.
"We have already timed alternate
entries onto campus with the fire trucks."
Landers said. "and found that the Rangley
entrance was not too much longer. But if it
is a serious emergency. we will use Grove
street even if we have to move or knock
down the barricade.'
Landers does feel however, this move
was in the best interests of all concerned.
With reduced traffic on Grove Street, it will
be safer for the residents.
The Ram's Horn Coffeehouse will still be
accessible from the University end and the
Park Street end of Grove Street and
Littlefield'd Beauty Shop will also be
accessible. "The barricade even creates
more parking space for the two busi-
nesses," Landers said.
"The Orono Police and Fire Depart-
ments can live with the barricade," he
said. "If it doesn't work, something
different will have to be done."
underwriting at WMEB. said that Standard
Shoe agreed to assume 25 percent of the
cost of broadcasting the games. a total
contribution of $325.
According to Reil. WMEB is looking into
the possibility of having many more
broadcasts underwritten in the future, such
as the weekly album features. Local and
national merchants have been contacted,
"everything from Pesaro's to the Coca—
Cola company." and the response has been
fayorable.The Joseph Schlitz Brewing Co.
has agreed to sponsor programs starting
next fall.
The schedule for the basketball
broadcasts is as follows: Friday. Jan. 28,
at Vermont. 7:25 p.m.; Saturday. Jan. 29,
at Vermont. 2:55 p.m.; Tuesday, Feb. 8.
at Northeastern, 6:55 p.m.: Saturday. Feb.
12. Boston University. 7:25 p.m.; Satur-
day,Feb.19. Rhode Island, 7:25 p.m.:
Tuesday. Feb. 22. at Massachusetts. 7:55
p.m.; Thursday. Feb. 24, Colby. 7:25 p.m.;
and Tuesday. March 1. New Hampshire.
7:25 p.m.
The
Maine Campus
is looking for a
Circulation
Manager
a salaried position
All you need is
a big car
Contact:
Mary Hamilton
106D Lord Hall
Tel. 7531
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
SR-56
89.50
SR-52
$188.50
(Texas residents only add sales tax.)
Coupon for 2 free program libraries with each machine.
TI CALCULATORS
Business Analyst 33.50 SR-51 II 57.50
SR-40 34.50 PC-100 155.50
AC DC Adaptor 1 yr. TI warranty
CALL TOLL FREE (800) 528-6050, ext. 2022
=Nod
Mastercharge BAG * 
Expiration date 
SOLID STATE
P.O. Box 47325
Dallas, Tex. 75247
(Please add $3 00 handling charge)
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Senate reviews budget
Ihe University ot Maine's budget was
the biggest issue discussed at Wednesday
night's Gneral Student Senate (GSS(
meeting.
Also discussed at the meeting was
Maine Day. No classes will be held on
Maine Day. April 27 this year
What Chancellor Patrick McCarthy calls
a bare-bone budget of $78.13 million of
unrestricted funds, covering two years. is
being requested from the legislature. Dan
O'Leary. student senate president said.
Governor James B. Longley is only
recomending $71.3 million, he added.
A hearing to decide the budget is set for
Feb. 3, at 9:30 a.m., in room 228 of the
statehouse.
O'Leary urges students and concerned
citizens to write their state representatives
concerning the budget.
Bill Carney chairperson of the Maine Day
committee, has submitted a proposal to
Assistant to the President Steve Weber
concerning Maine Day activities. Weber
has accepted the proposal. but added; if
the plans of the proposal do not
materialize, as in the quality of the
activities and student participation, this
will be the last time students will
cee.lebrate with a day off.
Weber said that Maine Day is an
expensive proposal as university employes
must still be paid for the day, and if the
expense is not justified, it is unlikely there
will ever be another Maine Day without
classes.
In other business. Greg Thornton,
Somerset Hall, was approved as student
government concert committee chairper-
son, presently the concert committee is
"broke."
He added in the past the committee has
used a "Humanistic approach" and a "dot
for money motive."
Senator Randy Reil withdrew his prop-
osal of a standing rule of the General
Student ZSenate which said, all votes on
any main motion that authorizes the
expenditure of $100 or more requires a
quorum of 35 senators.
Low senator atendance was the reason
for withdrawal.
Reil also asks students for help in the
planning of the Quebec Winter Carnival
trip.
.411111.. lbw
The Alfond Arena is near completion. The arena will be open to the public for skating
in February.
Despite seven per cent refund, textbook prices still on the upswing
The seven per cent cash discount at the
University Bookstore seems to be helping
wallets and pocketbooks, but textbook
prices are still going up.
According to Tom Cole. manager of the
University Bookstore, certain texts have
increased maybe $2 or $3. "Overall, prices
have gone up some, but there is no
terribly noticeable increase," Cole said.
Business is about the same this semester
as last at the Textbook Annex. There is talk
of a 10 per cent discount, but it won't be
known if the funds are available until the
middle of summer.
At the Black Bear Bookstore in Orono,
which sells only used texts, manager
Edward Jameson said business was "Very
good—excellent!" The Black Bear Book-
Concert committee aims
The UMO Concert Committee has not
given up trying to bring talent to UMO
community and to make up a deficit from
last semester's scheduling. Greg
Thornton, new ccrrert - ommittee chairman
has been talkirLg with several local
pnwnoters about Itingiig in big bands. As
yet, nothing is def nite. Some groups being
offered as possibilities are The Blend, The
Nitty Gritty Dirt band Firefall. Charlie
Daniels, The Outlaws and as a real outside
shot. Bonny Raitt.
The groups brought on campus will
depend upon the promoter and how much
he wants to spend, says Thornton. There
have been no contracts yet, until research
has been done on tl.e various promoters
concerning their financial backing and
experience.
Phil Spaulding, a member of the concert
committee, said. "There are advantages
that the promoters have and advantages
Policemen
hired
The following men were appointed
Wednesday by the Board of Trustees to fill
vacancies on the UMO Campus Police:
Michael P. DiMonaco, John G. Heitmann.
Stephen W. Spencer, Stephen R. Gass,
Robert J. Norman. Raymond D. Thibo-
deau, Michael Denbow, David W. Small,
Peter Shoureas.
A campus police spokesman told The
Campus the vacancies were a result of
officers receiving promotions or finding
other employment.
we have-Promoters have business and
promotional ties with the community and
funding which the concert committee does
not have. The concert committee has the
advantage of having built up credibility
and credit-ability. We have excellent credit
ratings with agencies who deal with the
talent." In the past two years, the concert
committee has had 30 concerts and never
missed paying the agency's fee. Spauling
says the committee made all the arrange-
ments and all the fees have been paid in
full.
Another advantage the concert comm-
ittee has is that many agencies do not know
the promoters and might not be as willing
to take the risk, as they would if they wre
dealing with the committee. The concert
committee also is familiar with the campus
and how to run shows, so that the
combination of both should be a great
benefit, adds Spaulding.
Under an agreement with severa
promoters, the concert committee woul(
Beginner Cross-Country
Ski lessons at the
Old Town
YMCA
Begins Sat Jan 29
from 1:00.3:00
Call 827-2608 for more
information or to register
For The Largest Selection of Records
in Maine sve
The Record -Warehoute
66 Main St. Downtown Bangor
OPEN SUNDAYS
store has increased its volume and is
running out of certain texts.
Dave Rich, treasurer of Alpha Phi
Omega, said the APO Bookman has a little
more business than in previous semesters.
In APO, students set their own prices and
APO sells them at no charge to the seller
or buyer.
or big bands
receive five to 10 per cent of the profit.
"Ideally," says Thornton. "10 per cent,
but if not, there will be some percentage if
we go with outside promoters."
Spaulding feels that the percentage
should depend upon the situation and who
the promoter is, as well as . who's
performing and how involved the comm-
ittee is in presenting the concert.
But whatever percentage is stated, the
promotion will be different and won't be a
financial risk to the concert committee,
because the promoter will be doing the
financial backing. Says Spaulding, "We'd
like to do at least one concert this spring
and do it well. What we'd do is get a group
a promoter is interested in. and which we
feel the campus would enjoy seeing."
THE
INSTRUCTIONAL
SySTrAis
CEN7ER
One of the problems students may face if
promoters do come to UMO is cost. Says
Spaulding, "The concert committee has
tried to keep ticket costs down. Look at the
Tom Rush concert. We brought the price
down to $3.50-4.00 and lost money on the
deal. No promoter will do that."
All of the plans right now, says Thornton
are tentative. "What we'll do is work as
much as we can to possibly make up the
deficit and attempt to get what the
students want." Adds Spaulding, "All we
are interested in is seeing a lot of music
around here."
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"Albert Herring,"
UMO thespians to present comic opera
Anne Marie Fortin reacts emotionally in Act II of the opera "Albert Herring.- as
Mark Scully and Partricia Stedry look on.
Opera returns for its sixth season on the
UMO campus with the School of Per-
forming Arts Opera Theatre Workshop
presentation of "Albert Herring," the tale
of an English village's misadventures with
choosing its traditional May Queen.
Performances will be at 8:15 pm in Hauck
Auditorium on Friday & Saturday, Feb. 4
and 5, and Monday, Feb. 7.
A comic opera written in 1947 by
Benjamin Britten, England's greatest
comtemporary composer who died this
December, "Albert Herring" is a chamber
production with 13 cast members sup-
ported by 13 instrumentalists. Opera
Theatre Workshop director Ludlow Hall-
man will be the conductor and artistic
director, assisted in their third collabora-
tion by E. A. Cyrus of the Maine Masque
Theatre as stage director and designer.
The small English town of Loxford in
April and May of 1900 is the focal point of
the opera. The townspeople traditionally
select a May Queen, ably assisted by Lady
Bellows whose secretary, Florence Pike,
keeps notes on the activities of everyone in
town. This year Florence's notes reveal
that there is not a young lady of
unimpeachable virtue left in the town.
After much discussion it is decided to
crown a May King and Albert Herring, the
son of a grocer who now lives with his
Campus coffee prices remain stable
BY BILL LORING
One of the trews stories that got a potful
of coverage over Christmas recess was the
increase in the price of coffee.
Poor weather conditions are responsible
for low crop production and a decreased
supply. The net effect is a decreased
supply with a steady demand and a steadily
increasing price.
There was some concern when prices
initially rose that coffee producers were
artificially adjusting the supply in order to
get better prices. However, agricultural
experts around the world agree that
weather conditions have been poor for
coffee production.
Most prices around UMO reflect the
price increase. In stores, coffee has risen
from $1.99 to $3.99 per 10-ounce jar.
The Canteen Company's office coffee
service has been hard hit by the increases.
Since December 1 the price of a case of
coffee has risen $8. Lloyd Willey of
Canteen said while his costs have risen to
$8, he has only raised his price by $3.
"As long as the business as a whole is
solid, then I can afford to take it on the
coffee for a while," he said. "I was hoping
that the rise was only temporary."
Despite the increase in the case price of
coffee, the average price of an office--
service cup of coffee is seven cents, Willey
said.
The vending machines around campus
are owned by the Canteen, but are leased
to an individual. Willey believes those
vending prices will not change, since state
sales tax must be charged for 20-cent items
in vending machines.
At the Bear's Den and Fernald Hall
cafeteria, coffee is still 20 for a small cup
and 30 cents for large. while the actual cost
with cream and sugar averages 25 cents.
The University has a contract for coffee
with Jordan's. a wholesaler. Current prices
pate•MbeleM....m....11• ..• =Mann.. 4WD. ••• ,................1
Acadia Reperatory
Theater
Acadia's Most Hard Hitting
and Controversial Play
Don't Miss It!
"THAT
CHAMPIONSHIP
SEASON"
by Jason Miller
Jan 28 - Feb 12
Sales in January!
Automatic
Washers
and
Automatic Dryers
Student Discount
•••••••=0.P.!..•
BAN KAY ERICAR
are running in the $3 range per pound and
are expected to rise to nearly $5 per pound.
Many are turning to alternative sources
of drinking enjoyment. Standard beverages
of milk and tea are being substituted as
well as concoction' made with various
weeds and herbs.
The benefits of coffee are hard to
replace, though, and many will pay the
price rather than forego the pleasure of the
caffeine kick.
$
domineering mother, is selected. Albert's
adventures as May King, his disappear-
ance after drinking too much of the spiked
punch. and his return provide the comic
relief.
Fritz Robertson of Houlton, who has
played the leading male role in two
previous opera productions, heads the cast
in the title role. Robertson, a senior music
major, was Don Jose in las! year's
"Carmen" and Ferrando in "Cosi Fan
Tutte" the year before, and was Motel in
the Maine Masque's "Fiddler on the
Roof."
Other members of the cast, many of
them veterans of previous productions, are
Patricia Connors of Orono, Lady Bellows;
Ann Mills of Lincolnville Beach, Florence
Pike; Linda Carroll of Alfred, Miss
Wordsworth; John Lyons of Richmond, the
vicar; Bruce Lancaster of South Portland,
the mayor; Mark Scally of Kennebunk, the
chief of police; Alfred Schmitz of Rochester
N. Y.. the butcher; Carol Craig of-Bangor,
a bakery employee; Kate Sanborn of
Augusta, Anne Marie Fortin of Brunswick,
and Jean Shanks of Millinocket, village
children. Patricia Stedry, who plays Mrs.
Herring. is the only member of the faculty
in the cast.
Tickets, which cost $2 for students with
ID cards and $3 for all others, are on sale
now.
Specials
Canada Dry ginger ale, 2 liter 79c
Prince #5 elbow macaroni, 3 it's $1.13
Jiffy creamy peanut butter 18 82 96c
Planters mixed nuts 7V. 02 99c
Hours Mon-Thurs 8:00-11'00
Fri & Sat 800-12.00
Sunday 830-10:00
Wadleighs Store
Stillwater Ave
SAVE 25%
On Used Textbooks
Plus Additional 7% on New 8 Used Books
BLACK BEAR BOOK STORE
22 MILL STREET • ORONO. MAINE
ACROSS FROM PAT'S PIZZA
We Have Used Textbooks
A
V
Trade
0
Where
You
0
Save
For The Spring Session At UMO. 0
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Skiers log long hours,
. • •gain top Maine positions
BY BROOK MERROW
While mo:t UMO students had plenty of
spare time during an unusually long
Christmas break, the men's ski team spent
a hectic vacation training for their first
Division I meet of the season at the
University of Vermont February 4 and S.
"There's more depth in our alpine
squad than we've had in a long time," said
Coach Brud Folger in evaluating this year's
team. A ten-day training camp at Sugarloaf
and alpine competition within the state
during January has resulted in some
outstanding performances from UMO
skiers.
In the State of Maine Alpine Series, after
six of eight scheduled races between UMO,
Bates, Bowdoin. Colby and University of
Maine at Farmington, Peter Dumas is
second in overall standings, while captain
Peter Judkins is third. Scott Hoisington of
UMF currently holds the lead in the point
standings.
Folger said Judkins has been
skiing exceptionally well this season. In
placing second by one-tenth of a second to
Sugarloaf s Dave Bell in the Pleasant
Mountain Giant Slalom last Sunday,
Judkins' first run was the fastest of the day
by two seconds.
- The team has been hampered by the
recent illness of top alpine skier Jay
Marshall, who i% expected to resume
training next wee.c aftei a two-week lay-off.
Trackmen ready
face terriers
on Saturday
BY STEVE VAITONES
The UMO men's track team gets back
into action tomorrow with a home meet
against Boston University. Both teams are
coming out of a long semester break during
which B.U. had one dual meet and Maine
had none. Both squads, though, have had
some competition in various invitational
meets in the New England area.
The Saturday meet is expected to be very
close as the two teams strengths' lie in
different areas. The Terriers look the
toughest in the short runs, with Tom
Mahan and Vin Polazzo leading one of New
England's top hurdle and sprint squads.
Mahan has the fastest time in New
England in the 60 yd. high hurdles this
season (7.3 sec) while Polazzo shares the
top N.E. clocking in the 60 yd. dash (6.2).
Six hundred yarder Andy Janiak placed
fifth in the Dartmouth invitational meet
race with a swift 1:12.5. Two B.U.
performers highlight the field events. Ed
Smolenski has thrown the 35 lb. weight
over 57 ft., ranking fifth in the area
Freshman high jumper Joe Brown has
leaped 6'10", best in New England. Brown
has consistantly cleared 6'8" and has the
potential to go 7'.
Maine should counter this individual
strength with overall depth. The milers and
two milers have looked strong, led by Mike
Roddin (ninth N.E. 4:15.4). Both Black
Bear relay teams are undefeated in dual
meet competition. In the field events Al
Sherrerd leads the shot putters with a
50'4" toss, ranking him tenth in New
England. Also, Doug Hatch and Dan Falt
have consistantly been clearing the bar in
the pole vault at 13'.
The field events will start at 1:00 p.m.
with the first running events set to go at
2:00 p.m.
Peter Joseph suffered a temporary setback
in a college Alpine series GS race hosted by
UMO at Sugarloaf Jan. 21 when he lost his
ski in the second race and fell, cutting his
leg in the process. Joseph had finished
fourth in the first race earlier in the day.
The nordic team was not idle as it skied
through a rigorous vacation of training
camps and ski meets in Maine, New
Hampshire. Vermont and New York. Mark
Ouellette, Eric Dambkowski, Bill Mitchell,
Rick Smart, John Mathieu, Bill Bailey and
Dan McGraw participated in a cross-
country race series sponsored by Dannon
Yogurt which featured members of the
U.S. National Team and former Olympians
including Olympic silver medalist Bill
Koch.
Freshmen John Mathieu competed last
weekend in the National Cross-Country
Championships at Lyndon Vt. and placed
22nd in the junior race in which the top ten
places went to members of the U.S. and
Canadian Olympic teams.
As for the chances in the upcoming UVM
meet, Folger is hoping for a fifth or sixth
place finish out of a field of ten. "The first
three places are obviously spoken for," he
said. (Dartmouth tied for first in the 1976
NCAA ski championships. UVM placed
second and Middlebury has always been a
strong competitor).
Despite the awesome competition, if
individual performances remain consist-
ent, UMO will undoubtedly find some
positive results in the next two months of
competition.
Swiming action tonight
The UMO men's ski team will travel to Vermont on the weekend of Feb. 4 to face
division I power UVM.
Efforts of Russell, Reilly
spark hoopsters over UNH
BY MIKE MCNAUGHTON
The UMO men's basketball team put
together a tremdous second half to defeat
the UNH Wildcats 74-63 at Durham, New
Hampshire, Monday night.
Guards Keith Dickson and Paul Dufour
sparked the Wildcats to a 34-24 first half
lead. UNH hit on 57 per cent of their shots
in that half compared to only 35 per cent for
Maine in that category.
The Black Bears were not to be denied
this game, however, as they performed
superbly at both ends of the floor in the
second half. A Wally Russell jump shot
gave Maine a 44-43 lead with 14:33 to play.
The lead seesawed back and forth until a
Roger Lapham drive put Maine ahead for
good with just under ten minutes to play.
The Bears got some outstanding indiv-
idual performances offensively but of equal
importance was the outstanding team
defense displayed by Maine in the secnd
half as they outscored UNH 50-29. Coach
Skip Chappelle singled out Steve Gavett
and Rufus Harris for their great efforts in
defensively holding down UNH's top
scorers, Peter Laskaris and Steve
Singelais, to well below their season's
average.
Offensively Maine got great perform-
ances from Dan Reilly, Wally Russell and
Roger Lapham. Reilly was hot for Maine
throughout the game (65 per cent from the
floor) and was the leading scorer with 28
points. Russell played perhaps his best
game in a Maine uniform as the 5'9" junior
grabbed 9 rebounds, dished off 9 assists,
and scored 14 points. Lapham was held to
just 6 points in the first half but came back
with an 18 point second half. In that second
half comeback Maine shot an incredible
70.4 per cent from the floor, their best
percentage for a half of the season.
"Our second half play was keyed by our
shooting," said Chappelle, "In the first
half we shot poorly and this affected our
play defensively. We began hitting our
shots in the second half and this sparked
our defensive play at the other end."
Maine's record now stands at 9-8. UMO
plays two games at Vermont this weekend.
Maine's next home game is with Boston
University February 12th.
Mondays Box Score
MAINE—Russell - 4-6-14, Harris 3-2-8,
MOrrison 0-0-0, Lapham 11-2-24, Gavett
0-0-0.
UNH—Layne 1-0-2, Dickson 8-1-17,
Dufour 3-2-8, Singelais 3-0-6. Laskaris
6-0-12, Herbert 0-0-0, Cavanaugh 8-0-16,
Pardo 1-0-2
First Half Second Half Final
MAINE 24 50 74
UNH 34 29 63
Naiads win two meets, stand 6-0
BY BILL WALLACE
The UMO women's swim team
completed a highly successful Florida
training trip with impressive victories over
William and Mary College and Acadia
University of Nova Scotia. UMO's record
stands at 6-0.
The lopsided win over William and Mary
sharply contrasted with the closely-
contested Acadia meet which saw UMO's
400-yd. freestyle relay team clinch the
victory in the final event.
Personal best swims and school and pool
records were turned in by nearly all of the
UMO swimmers. Acadia was especially
strong in the backstroke and diving events,
and proved to be UMO's toughest
adversary so far this year.
Nancy Kurt won the 100 and took second
in the 200-yd. freestyle against a crew of
outstanding Acadia freestylers. Anne
Lucey, UMO's pace-wise distance
swimmer, took a key second place in the
1,000-yd. freestyle. Her time of 11:40.0 in
the marathon event was a new school
record.
Coach Jeff Wren was pleased with the
performances of his entire team, especially
with the improvement of Denise Small,
Carol Struzziero. Colleen Trainor, Charmy
Cutler, and divers Debbie Lander, Patti
Ward, and Sally Barnes. The final score of
the Acadia meet was 63-50.
Julie Woodcock was a key to the UMO
win with her swims in 200 and 500-yd.
freestyle, and especially as anchorperson
on the victorious 400-yd. freestyle relay.
Her win in the 200-yd. freestyle set a new
school and pool record with a time of
1:59.04. Julie's 500-yd. freestyle victory
was only tenths of seconds away from her
New England record time. Julie's biggest
moment of the meet and perhaps of the
year occured in the 400-yd. freestyle relay.
UMO's Anne Lucey had drawn even with
Acadia's Reenie Taylor in the third leg of
the 400-freestyle relay. Both swimmers
touched the wall simultaneously, releasing
Acadia's Marjorie MacDonald and UMO's
Julie Woodcock for the anchor leg. Julie
quickly assumed the lead, and touched the
final wall with a time of 3:47.795.
UMO scored crucial points in the 50, 100,
200 and 1,000 yard freestyle which allowed
the meet to be decided by the final relay. In
addition to winning the 50-yd. freestyle
with a record
-breaking time of
:26.09, Eileen Sherlock took an important
second place in the 100-yd. freestyle with a
personal best time of :57.85. A tendonitis
condition in her right shoulder made
Eileen's performances appear even more
impressive.
UMO's Jill Puzas was a triple winner in
the meet. Her win in the 400-yd. individual
medley showed the race sense that made
her the tenth best 400-m. individual
medleyist at the Eastern AAU Swimming
Championships last summer. Her time of
4:48.439 was a new UMO record. The
grueling 400-yard event consists of 100
yards each of butterfly, backstroke,
breaststroke, and freestyle. Jill's other
wins came in the 200-yd. butterfly and
breaststroke. In the 200
-breaststroke, Jill
was pressed the entire distance by
Acadia's Holly LeReverend. The UMO
New England record-holder held off her
Canadian foe, however, to win with a pool
record time of 2:31.28.
UMO's next opponent is Bowdoin
College tonight at 7:00 p.m. at Stanley M.
Wallace Pool. Bowdoin's squad will be an
improved one but the loss of diver Ellen
Sherman will weaken the Polar Bears in the
diving events. Bowdoin's strengths will lie
in the relays and the backstroke events
where newcomer Ann Dreesen will help
out.
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KEVIN NELSON
Loss of Wholey, Nelson
mars cager's yule break
Bears were 3-5 over vacation, defeating
Fairleigh Dickinson. Buffalo. and Bates
while 
losingt  
North Carolina—
Wilmington, Connecticut. Delaware, Old
Dominion, and Iona.
The biggest news, however, was the loss
of senior guard Paul Wholey who left the
team after a dispute with Coach Skip
Chappelle. The incident occurred after the
game with North Carolina—Wilmington on
Dec. 29.
Wholey apparently was critical of the
way Chappelle substituted during this
game. Chappelle on the other hand was not
pleased with Paul's defense that particular
game and let him know that. The result
was that Wholey left the team that night
and evidently for good. Coach Chappelle
claimed that this was not an isolated or
something which had been building for
spontaneous action but was based on
Mermen defeated down south,
but build depth from trip
BY,BRIAN SEAWARD
UMO's men's swim team was defeated
twice on its return trip from the two week
training trip in Florida and now has a
record of 6-2.
The Black Bear mermen lost to East
Carolina University in a very close meet
62-57 and again to Johns Hopkins
University 72-41. Maine beat Ohio Univer-
sity in the double duel meet at Johns
Hopkins 72-41.
Despite both defeats coach Alan Switzer
was pleased with his swimmers' perfor-
mances and he feels quite confident of the
team's capabilities for the upcoming meets
with the University of Connecticut and
Springfield College, Maine's toughest
competition in New England. He also feels
that the team is in a good position to
maintain the title of New England champs.
"I've compared our times in these meets
with the results of the same meets last year
and it looks good," Switzer said.
In almost every event the depth has
strengthened with significant improve-
ments in performance. and many swim-
mers have dropped their times far beyond
what they did last year at this time.
Switzer thought that perhaps the road
trip back up the coast might have taken the
edge off his swimmers at Johns Hopkins.
However, he was pleased with the team's
performance.
Switzer's impatience with some indivi-
dual performances before Christmas has
since turned into a growing confidence
after the training trip.
"We've come a long way since the
beginning of the season," Switzer said,
"but we have a long way to go."
He added that the meets swum before
the trip were really no competition and that
• the teams to deal with were UConn and
Springfield.
The Florida training trip proved to be the
factor, which was responsible for the
improvement in performances. All areas
saw marked improvements, including
sprint and distance freestylers Ron Pospi-
sil, Bob Marshall, Rob Garon, Kevin
Reader. backstrokers Jimmy Smoragiewicz
and Jay Donovan, butterflier Tom Sarson
and breaststrokers John Judge, Jerry Fiske
and Brian Seaward.
Captain Jimmy Farragher said "I think
we swam exceptionally well against East
Carolina and Johns Hopkins even though
we were tired from the road trip."
Sue Taylor and fellow gymnasts will swing into action on Saturday afternon at 1.00.
Their opponents will be UMF. UMPI and Keene State. (Russ McKnight photo)
some time.
The result is that Maine has lost a playez
who averaged 17.9 points per game and
who certainly provided plenty of excite-
ment for Maine basketball with his great
hustling and scoring abilities.
To make matters worse the Bears lost
the services of their outstanding forward
Kevin Nelson who suffered a sever!)
sprained ankle at Delaware. Kevin does
not know when he'll be able to return to
action because it is difficult to predict the
healing of the ankle infuries.
The Bears have nine games remaining
this season, four at home and five on the
road. Without Wholey and Nelson the
going will be tough. But as Maine
demonstrated against New Hampshire in
the second half Monday night. they are a
team which will not quit and they are
capable of playing outstanding basketball.
roommate
Farragher added "I believe the strength
developed from the Florida trip will go a
long way and provide what we need at the
New Englands."
Bob Marshall, Jay Donovan. and Roy
Warren led the UMO swim team to victory
over Acadia University, 77-35 last Saturday
here at the Stanley Wallace pool.
Strong depth was added by Rob Garon,
Kevin Reader. Ron Pospisil. and Jerry
Fiske. as the Maine mermen took first
place in every event but two out of the 13.
The men's swim team will host the
University of Rhode Island Saturday at 2.00
p.m. at the Stanley Wallace pool.
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DeGrasse Jewelers
;8 Main Street Orono. Me
866 - 4032
Diamonds & Watches 
Gifts for all occasions
Watch and Jewelry Repairs
Some Sorority &
Fraternity Jewelry
Available
PAUL WHOLE)"
On Your Way To The
Quebec Winter
Carnival
Stop t ht.
Bucchaneer
Duty Free Shop
Rt. 201 Jackman, Me.
Savings
up to
call ahead
50%
668-7738
Friday nite: "Littlewoods Lottery" performing
an evening of folk music! harmony like you've
never heard before Admission $.25
8 to 12 pm
Sat. nite: Discotheque! sponsored by
Music Company along with Dana Wilson Disco
music played through J.V.C. quadraphonic sound
equipment. Treat your ears to an unusual
experience! Let your feet do their thing.
DAMN
YANKEE
PUB MEMORIAL UNION
Augmented Fifth 
RECORD SHOPS
presents
• at 15 - 50% off list
• 2 - 3 day delivery on most components
• fully guaranteed - two ways
• over 60 major brands available
including - Technics, B.I.C., Pioneer, Sansui, Dynaco, AR,Rotel, ESS, Thorens, Infinity, Bose, Teac, Marantz, Sherwood,Phillips, Akai, Dual, Presage, Cerwin-Vega, Jensen, Sennheiser.
Franchise Dealer
and now in stock
ALTEC
LOUDSPEAKERS
STILL AT DISCOUNT PRICES
COME IN AND 111.1R IIIE CLEAN SOUND OF ALTEC
cAugmented 'Fifth
28 Mill Street, Orono, Maine - 866-2013
ALSO—CHECK OUT OUR WEEKLY RECORD SPECIALS:
INCLUDING THE NEW ALBUMS BY
DAVID BOWIE, QUEEN, ZZ TOP, GARY WRIGHT,
JEFFERSON AIRPLANE, AND CHICK COREA
0
URP(
BY NEIL GENZL1NGER
University Free Press, UM,
Eleven two-year faculty
ceived termination notices z
University positions were
threat of financial disaste
University of Maine at Por
administration to initiate n
cutting measures. The action
last month by UMPG Presi
Miller, came in response t
which indicate that UMPG
$200,000 budgetary deficit fa
a $400,000 deficit for 1977-7
Reports from the admini!
buted this year's $200,000
$50,000 increase in fuel, mz
and other costs, and a $150
loss from decreased (
'Between now and early
Miller said in his December
will take the steps necessai
expenditures to the level
cover this year's estimated
One of these steps w,
termination notices, effecti%
Midweek
The Alfond Arena is now se
open today. Feb. I. With se'
regulation 8.5. by MO rink.
Caution
BY DAN WARREN
As you read this story, you
well be standing on land owne
Indians.
This possibility seems to
stronger every Week as the Sta
finds itself hard-pressed to find
way to squash massive land
brought by the Penobscot an
quoddy Indian tribes of Maine
Sunday Telegram has report,
Indian suits, pending in fe<
involve "almost two-thirds
(land), mostly undeveloped I
north" which the Indians clai
unjustly taken from them ove
Most of the land involved is 5
the Telegram said.
Spokesmen for Maine Indi.
